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GRAND INDEPENDENCE
DAY CELEBRATION
A Successful Two Days Entertaoment FnUofInter
esting Anrasement
Houlton’* Fourth of July celebration
which took place Monday went off
without a hitch deapite the threaten
ing weather which lasted all day in
terspersed with occasional showers.
The heavy shower during the night
came near putting a damper on the
festivities hut fortunately it did not
deter many out of town visitors from
coming, for the 4th et July comes hut
once a year and it is always a joyous
occasion when Houlton celebrates.
Had the day been a fine warm one
m&ny hundreds more would have join*
ed in to make it the biggest and best
ever attempted.
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STRUCK BY SPEEDING AUTO i
FROM THE PACIFIC TO
Wallie Corey and young child
THE ATLANTIC BY AUTO of Mrs.
Hodgdon Mills were both painfully

No. 27

DEMONSTRATION OF
SPRAYING MUSTARDAND KALE

CUNLIFFE-BRADBURY

A wedding of interest to Houlton
people took place June 29th at high
On Wednesday last Mr. Thos. A.
injured Wednesday, when struck by a
noon when Miss Winifred Bradbury
Longstaff of Vancouver, B. C. accom
speeding automobile.
and William H. Cunliffe, Jr., were unit
panied by his wife and two sons ar
Mrs. Corey was crossing the road
ed in marriage at Christ church. Fort
rived in Houlton on his way to Knoxwith her 3-vear old child when the
Kent, in the presence of relatives and
ford, N. B. which town he left eight
friends.
auto struck her. She was carried on ;
years ago and this is his first trip
the hood of the machine until it collid
The church was effectively decorat
ning when the space devoted to the
back.
ed
with a telephone pole which was '
ed by Newells of Houlton. Festoons
midway was packed.
Mr. Longstaff is a farmer in his
of Princess Pine were garlanded pro
The Fireworks display were of the western home and desiring to take a snapped off like a pipe-stem the shock
fusely over walls and windows and
usual full ordered and many entirely j vacatjon and also visit his old home
brmses were most Painful alfrom the center of the church, while
new designs were shown, the a e ria l, town 8tarted on May 24th on an auto- though Physicians who rushed to the
a novel note was introduced by pale
bombs being magnificent and as each j mobile trip to his former home in New ; ®ceae
*be accident reported no
-------I pink baskets mounted on posts arin turn exploded were greeted with j Brunswick. Thev stopped at different brokea b° nes’ the chil(1 was thrown
For a number of years in fact ever ' ranged along the aisles filled with
liberal applause and the din of auto j placeg on their way east, and having down by the compact and escaped with
since wild mustard and kale came t o , ferns and pink gladioli. The color
horns.
j a camping outfit with them they stop- slight bruises.
I The car was wrecked besides being 1Aroostook and after experiments had ! scheme was also carried out on the
During the afternoon and evening j ped where night overtook them as
badly bent-up one wheel was demolish- been made by the Maine Experiment, j altar which was banked with pink
music was furnished by the 67th Regi- i comfortably as though they were in a
ed.
much has been said and written about! roses and ferns.
ment Band of Woodstock under the j hotel, traveling the 5000 miles as easi
------------------;
the efficacy and benefit to be derived [ To the strains of the Lohengrin
direction of Prof. Eugene Arnold.
I fly as one of us would make the trip

CountyAgent PhilbrickShows
How These Can Be
Exterminated

j

The platform performance by the through Aroostook.
: M" » Mildred Weller of Los Ange-, f™m spraying to eliminate this ob-; march played by Mrs George R. BradAerial Shaw, was a clean and rellned
After spending the summer among U*. Cal. who has been spending a few no.ouis week.
•
|^
b^amst and M.ss Edna Knowles
act that pleased the large crowd and old friends they will start on return weeks in Boston with relatives arBoubTless there are some of the up violinist the bridal party entered on
during the evening show It was wit- 1home by the same means of convey- ri'-ed in Houlton Monday and is being to date farmers m this section w ho, either side of the central section of
nessed by 5000 people
anee that brought them here.
warmlJ- greeted by her many friends, have used this means to get the plant; Pews. The matron of honor. Mrs.
y
p
and seed out of their fields, but it re-;Andrew M. Lewis of Passaic, N. J. was
mained for a representative of the 1gowned in pale green voile with hat
Tuesdays raring evem the second
SOUCY-CARROLL
REPORT OF EIGHTH GRADE TIMES
_______________________
___________
to be convinced of the benefits to match and wore
a corsage bouquet
day of Houlton’s big celebration was i "Che many friends of Miss Elizabeth
The following named pupils of the to lie derived from spraying to elimin- of pink gladioli and for-get-me-nots.
witnessed by a monster crowd that! Carro11 of Moulton and Mr. Levi Soucy Central Building have been neither ate this, by seeing the effects of spray- The bridesmaids, Miss Marian Briggs
The r®ln also had its effect on the i completely filled the big grand stand j °* Caribou will be interested to learn late nor absent during the school year jng once over and another spraying of Schenectady, N. Y. and Miss Laura
‘and parade as many floats that had ! and the enclosure in front, the fence j tbeir wedding which took placethat has just passed:
this week, which will doubtless elmin- Mallett of Fort Kent, were gowned in
grand
ien
planned
for
it
were
unable
to
be
j
on
both
sides
of
the
track
on
the
home
|
at
St.
M
arys
Catholic
Church
on
;
Eighth
Grade
Adelie
Carter,
Carl
ate every trace of it for the season Pink orgindie with black picture hats,
been planned
and carried arm bouquets of the same
finished and put in, there were also i stretch was lined 3 tiers deep with Tuesday morning at 7.30. The cere- Clough, Hollis Hamilton, Robert Han- from t.he harvest of grain.
,n company with J. H. Philbrick the flowers. Mrs. Lewis and Miss Briggs
several calithranpians hits that were j those anxious to get a peep at the mony being performed by the Rev. Fr. agan. Anita Jones, Horace Mooers,
P. M. Silke.
Prances Mansfield, Alma McLeod. Myr- county agent, a field on the Foxcroft "'ere classmates of the bride.
The
not in line, however the parade was a j racers.
The
bride
was
attended
by
Miss
tie
Orchard,
Louise
Taber.
road
„
wned
by
Howard
Webb
was
visushers
were
Niles
C.
Pinkham,
Joseph
creditable one and was nearly a half j
1000 visitors from Woodstock
Esther Crowe as bridesmaid, while the
Seventh Grade— Frank Raban Dunn, ited and the pie(.e where the SI)raying H. Nadeau. T. S. Pinkham and M. T.
mile long.
Jan(j vicinity were there to give supArthur O. Putnam acted as marshal j port tQ tbe entrants from New Bruns- groom was attended by Mr C. E. La- Virginia Dudley, Donald Carson Love- was done with sulphate of Iron, lot) Billings, all of Fort Kent. The bride
and promptly at 10 o’clock the various Jwick and the re8ult of the day8 racing Croix of Portland. The bride was be- ly, Natalie Louise Porter, Donald F. pounds to 7u gallons of water, was entered on the arm of her cousin
comingly gowned in a white crepe de Ellis, Celia Watson, Henry Dilling.
gone over. In approaching the piece George R. Bradbury, who gave her in
divisions swung into line which con- j verjfled their good judgment as the
Sixth Grade -Shirley Cleary, Gor- there was a noticeable difference in marriage. She wore a gown of creamsisted of floats decorated autos, work . j^ew Brunswick horses romped home chene with a large white picture hat,
the piece that was sprayed and that white satin drapped with a scarf of
horses, farming implements, Houlton s j
the bjg money jn aR three of the while the bridesmaid wore a pale blue don Dow, Sylvia Henderson.
lace cloth gown and wore a large black
Fifth Grade -Gail Graham. Helen which had not been and this repre Buckingham lace sent by Major MeCrack Fire Department, Callthumplans j event8
Miller. Leslie Rhoda, L a w r e n c e sentative at once asked what made the Caskell during the war, and carried a
picture hat.
Boy Scouts, American Legion from
The great drawing card of the day
Immediately after the ceremony a Shanks, Arnold Peabody.
difference between the two pieces. shtfwer bouquet of orchids and lilliesOakfleld, etc.
was the Free for all with six of the wedding breakfast was served at the
To have attained such a record for Mr. Philbrick replied that the piece of-the-valley. Her veil was one which;
r ®V*eWe<*
I splendid horses in this section strivfrom the Elks home and made the j l«tn 4/\w 41w«^ li Anama an/l {4 wa m fV\a flvof home of Mrs. James Cogan on Pleas promptness and regularity is an a- which was dark was where the spray- had been worn by Mrs. McCaskill, sising for first honors and it was the first j ant 8treet, aunt 0f the bride; the ar- chievement in which any person might
ing had not been done while the other ter of the groom and later by the.
following awards of prizes,
event on the card, as the horses stop- rangementg were supervised bv Miss take just pride. In recognition of this
tyt prise, McGary Bros., decorated
was where the Kale and Mustard bride’s sister Mrs. Niles C. Pinkham.
ped in fropt of the stand to draw for j EIla Crowe. Miss Carroll has made achievement these pupils were each
plants had all been killed. By examin- The bridal party were met at the altar
Hudson automobile.
position, each in turn was greeted with ; her home with her aunt Mrs Cogan> presented at one of the last sessions
2nd prise, Float, Houlton Marble &
ing the ground over which the spray- by the groom attended by his best
a hearty applause from his admirers ever since a small child, her mother i of school with a “ Certificate of Award"
er had gone a few of the obnoxious man, Mr. John Creodon of Springfield
Granite W orks.
and never has six horses taken the having died when she was quite small, stating that the pupil had made such
plants could be found and which Mr. who was in the aviation service with
3rd prise, Float, Houlton Battery word that it was so hard to pick a win
She attended the public schools, grad- h record for himself. It is hoped that Philbrick explained would be eradi- him. The Episcopal service was read
Service.
ner.
uating from Houlton High school in next year a larger number will win cated with the second spraying which by the Rev. Joseph C. McDonald who
Calltbrumplans: 1st prize, Houlton’s
At the word go the Sussex wonder the of 1914 and from the Presque Isle these awards.
would take place this week.
was a classmate of the groom at BowNew Band; 2nd prize, Ford “Loose Fern Hal who had drawn the pole
Normal school in the class of 1916.,
-------Of course it is not practicable to at- doin.
Nuts.”
dashed off like a streak and was nev She was a most successful teacher and Cash Receipts and Expenditures of
tempt to spray after the grain reaches
An informal reception followed at
W ork Horses: 1st prise, Geo. Benn’s er beaded in all three heats.
the Maine Centennial School
for the past year has been a valued
a certain height as the effects would i the home of the bride’s mother, where
black staXtan; 2nd prize, Putnam
Pageant of May 28, 1920
The other horses had some lively teacher in the 8th grade of the gram
not be beneficial, on account of the , a buffet lunch was served by Miss
Hardware Co.’s span of bay horses; brushes down the back stretch and on mar school.
RECEIPTS
Immediately ofter the
rank growth of the weed seeds, but ( Pinkham, Mrs. Peck, Miss Robbins and
3rd prise, John Thom as’ gray horse.
$ 2.45
the % turn and mixed it up in an in breakfast the couple left by automo- High School sale of tickets
on the piece that was sprayed t h e 1Mrs. Taggett. Mrs. Allen and Mrs.
70.66
Civic Organization: 1st prize, Salva teresting manner that resulted finally bile for Portland. Bangor, W aterville Central School sale of tickets
grain was not more than 5 or 6 inches Billings presided at the punch bowl,
St. Mary's Academy sale of
tion Arm y; 2nd prize, Houlton Fire in a few changes as doped out.
and other Maine cities.
high. The wonder to the casual ob- The display of beautiful silver, china
tickets
11.20
On their return they will go to Cari
Department.
The 2.19 Trot and Pace also develserver is why has not this method of and cut glass was an index of fine
R.
C.
I.
sale
of
tickets
4.55
bou
where
they
will
make
their
future
W hile the parade was following its oped 3 fast heats with mighty close
extermination, which is so successful, esteem in which Mr. and Mrs. Cunliffe
27.38 not used more freely and that question
routs, the flyipg machine was high In |finishes. Jimmie Gallagher’s Money home, and where Mr Soucy has a fine Fair St. School sale of tickets
are held by their many friends. The
the air doing all kinds of stunts, j Man •was set back after finishing first position in insurance work. They were Bowdoin St. School sab* of
perhaps any one could answer, and bride and groom left early in the af
t iekets
26.95 perhaps not. ft' Sulphate of Iron is
Domenjoz is an artist and as he looped j to
p|at>e for a bad break and again therecipients ot manycostly and beauternoon by automobile for a trip uo
Pleasant
St.
School
sale
of
the loop, hundreds held their
i in the second heat for a like demeanor tiful gifts of linen,silver,
cut glass,
not available Sulphate of Copper the St. Lawrence over the Adirondack^
tickets
25.55 which is better known as Blue Vitrol
until he righted his machine to sail -j)r. McAllister’s Victoria took the race electrical articles, fancy pieces as well
and home by the White Moutains.
away ready for another thriller, Houl-1 jn 3 straight with Bannard a close as china, The best wishes of hosts Longfellow School sale of tickets 23.3,6 can be used with the same beneficial
Mrs. Cunliffe is a graduate of Cush
57.u5 results an*1 witli about the saute ex
ton has had several flyers but none j second
A bad collision while scor- of friends will follow them to their Temple Theatre sale of tickets
ing Academy in 1915 and of the New
Temple Theatre (rebate of
tbat could equal Domenjoz.
jng for the first heat smashed the sul- new home.
pense, using 12 pounds of Vitrol and Haven School of Gymnastics in 1917
war tax
22.86 -5n gallons of water.
The Races
i kies of Baron Marque and Bannard
and was physical director in N ee
Town of Houlton
GOV.
COX
NOMINATED
From
wlmr
is
known
of
these
weed
York Schools for two years.
About 8000 people wltnewed the ; th» ‘ A^
A the ™tc for a ff w mil"
(sale of usable lumber) 17.76 seeds as o" almost every other k:t.d is
Mr. Cunliffe graduated from Worces
FOR
PRESIDENT
AT
racing which owing to the frequent i ute8 n° <lamaae t0 h0r8<?s or rtnvers
that the roots are not all on top or ter Academy in 1910 and from Bowdoin.
showers did not start until 4 o’clock.
' Woodstock horses took first money
SAN FRANCISCO Total receipts
8289.7 do rot all grow the same rear, or iji
College in the class of 1914. He has
The horses for the 2.22 class had \in the 2.30 Trot and Pace while MariJames M. Cox. three times govern
EXPENDITURES
other words the roots which do no* since been with his father in the firm
drawn their position and were ready j on L. of Boston by a hard drive in the
or of Ohio was nominated for the pres Temple Theatre (rental
get a cliahc to come up through the of W. H. Cunliffe Sons, who have bemi
to score down when a shower which ] third heat captured 2nd place.
aid war taxi
idency early this morning by the dem
>111.51 ground this year, may after the sod is
engaged in lumbering on the Allagash
Between
heats
Domenjoz
the
flyer
lasted 5 minutes put the track in a
ocratic national convention in the Bryson's Orchest ra
15.no turned appear another year, hut with
for mail}- years. Mrs. Cunliffe was the
sticky mess, that in the judgment of gave a startling exhibition of his su- break up of one of the most prolonged G. \V. Rich,-inks Go.
9.611 constant use of these spraying materi
second daughter of the late Lester F.
the stkrter made it dangerous to send premecy in the air and all of his deadlocks in the history of national H. J. Hatheway Uo
,4u
als.
if
this
is
followed
up
for
a
few
Bradbury and Mrs. Dora Bradbury.
them away. He sent the horses to the stunts were high in the air in full political parties.
('. H. Niles (trucking)
in.(Mi years the roots will he gradually kill
Among the out-of-town guests were:
stable and when the shower let up, a sight of the thousands in and near the
It took forty four ballots to make American Express Co. (c.o.d.)
24.3S ed out and eventually it will till disap
Mr.
and Mrs. George F. Taggett. Mrs.
pavillion,
his
exhibition
was
the
best
score ot more of automobile* went on
the choice, and it was not until the Aroostook Daily News
pear.
Annie
Newell and Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
ever
seen
in
this
section.
to the track to beat It down.
thirty-eighth when Attorney General
( programs)
2n.n0
While there are different ways of Shean of Houlton; Mrs. R. M. Allen
During the long wait Domenjoz the
Music by the Woodstock Band en Palmer withdrew from tin1 race that J. A. Browne K- Co.
8. no guarding against the appearance of
and Master Francis Allen of Columbia
air wisard thrilled the crowd with livened things and altogether it was the long succession of roll calls show D. G. Miller (lumber)
17.76 these weed seeds on a man's farm and
Falls: Miss Eleanor Bradbury of New
many daring feats directly ever the one big glorious day.
ed any definite trend.
I). G. .Miller (labor)
15.S9 if adopted will help a great deal to York; Miss Mary Robbins of Springpark, starting from the Garrison hill
The result of the races were as fol
In the turn-over of the Palmer dele Miss Nellie Callahan
prevent their appearance, the spray- field. Mass.; Mrs. E. B. Peck of Perth
in plain sight of those in the Grand lows:
gates Cox gained the advantage over(reimbursement)
of
every field as soon as the Kale and Amboy. N. J.; Dr. D. W. Fellows of
Stand and also made a beautiful land
William G. MeAdoo, his rival for first The Lovering Hair Store
1.05 Mustard appear will after a few years
Free For All, Purse $500
Portland; Mr. and Mrs. W, N. Gould.
ing in the same place.
place since early in the balloting, and Pioneer Publishing Co.
eradicate
this
entirely.
Fern
Hal
(McAllister)
1
Mrs. Knowles and Miss Edna Knowles
The races were good considering the
that advantage never was lost.
Times Publishing Co.
A fter a drive in any part of Aroos of Fort Farifield; Mr. and Mrs. F. D.
2
miserable weather and that the three May Bird (Sprague)
Supporters of Governor Cox won a Houlton Furniture Co.
took county, the nnmer of fields which Gould and Miss Dorothy Cuskley of
5
races were finished was considered a The Problem (Tingley)
way to the nomination by persistently
contain
the yellow blossoms are evi- y an Buren.
Baby
Doll
(Colbath)
3
lucky stroke as rain fell at short inter
1 batting at the MeAdoo and Palmer Total Expenditures
$242.19 dence enough that some means should j
------------------Oroflno
(Woodstock
vals all of the afternoon making the
forces in many states throughout a Total Receipts
$2S9.77
he taken to stamp out this handicap ! Arrangements are being made by
Driving
Clug)
6
3
track heavy and sticky.
! long series of the candidates in the Total Expenditures
242.19
to growing Grain crops and the sooner the Elks Lodge to open the Dining
Zon Q (Nevers)
4 5
1lead.
£22 Trot and, Pace, Purse $400
spraying as above mentioned is done room at the Club house and serve
Time: 2.10%, 2.11%, 2.11%.
At the time of going to press there Balance
$47.58 the larger crops and the greater men meals. A man and his wife have been
Togo M, (Gallagher)
1 4
1
2.19 Trot and Pace, Purse $400
; was nothing to be learned regarding Overpaid by teachers
.98 ace to large yields will be eliminated.
Somersworth Boy, (Holdaway) 2 1 4
engaged and they will live in the
1 1 u i the nomination of a candidate for vice
-------------------house, looking after keeping it up and
Neptune Boy, (B ak er)
4 2 2 Victoria (McAllister)
2 2
|president but Secretary Roosevelt is Total balance on hand
$48.56
Roeetta McKinney, (T aylor)
3 3 3 Bannard (Smith)
Mrs. Jack Porter accompanied by attend to serving of meals. It is exj prominently mentioned.
Delza
Patch
(Doherty)
6
3
Deposited in the Houlton
Time: 2.19%, 2.23%, 2.20%.
her brother T. A. West of Wellesley pected that the dining room wil1 be
Baron Marque (DeWitt)
3 4
* Trust Company
$48.56 TLjin„
Myrtle Rysdyk also started.
-j
upon to the public and with the large
Hills,
Mass., returned Friday from
.
. .
. . .
..
Money Man (Gallagher)
4 6
Respectfully submitted,
BARTON-CARPENTER
number of tourists traveling through
241 Trot and Paco, Purse $400
The Lassie (Ryder)
5 5
Austin R. Ham,
Grand Falls, N. B. called there by the Houlton will prove to be very conven
A wedding of unusual interest oc
Alfred King, (Spenser)
1 1
Time 2.17%, 2.17%, 2.19%.
74, High St., Houlton, Maine. death of their brother John W. West.
ient.
curred at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

Baton, (N aaon)
2
Lady Bell, (D e W itt)
3
Onward Wilkes, (B u ll)
4
Time 2.21%, 2.28%, 2.22%.

2
3
4

2.30 Trot and Pace, Purse $400

Bansdell (Sprague)
Marion L. (Spencer)
College Swift (Gallagher)
2.17 Tret and Pace, Puree $400
Dazzell Medium (Dunlap)
Peter Setzer, (E rvin )
v Sis Peters (DeWitt)
Heywood Wilkes, (N ev e r*)
Time: 2.22%, 2.18%, 2.21%.
Dan Mdrphy, (Dickey)
Maggie D. also started.
4 dr
Tidy Peter, (R yder)
Time: 2.20, 2.18%, 2.28%.

The ball game between the Island
Fails team and the Houlton K. of C.
team was won by Island Falls with a
score of 8 to 1. DeRocker of Millinocket was on the mound for the K.
of C. team and he pitched a good
game but his support was of a punk
variety. Joe Deasy w as on the re
ceiving end and played his usual'good
game.
Tb^ntidw ay was alive with a hustl
ing crowd throughout the afternoon
and evening and the various stands,
shown and riding devnees were well
patronised especially so in the eve*

NEW SCALE OF PRICE
FOR PICTURE THEATRES
Beginning Monday, July 5th the mo
tion picture houses advanced their admission prices, being the last line of
business throughout the country to
.
,, ,
.
_
. ..
.
raise their prices to meet the advanc
ing costs of everything that goes into
the making of a Motion picture.
However, the youngsters will gain
by the advance as the tickets for chil
dren under 12 will be 10 cents while
the grown-ups will need to dig down
for 20 cents.

Alonzo

(Carpenter

on

the

McIntyre

Road on June 30th at 4.00 in the after
noon, when their daughter, Geneva

HEARING ON CHANGE OF
LOCATION OF TRUNK LINE
The State Highway Commission
were in Houlton Wednesday morning
on their way to Easton where they will
hold a hearing on petition of a change
of the Trunk line highway,
When the different Trunk Lines

DANFORTH HAS ONE GLORIOUS DAY

The celebration and opening of the ,
2.35 Class, Mixer, Purse, $200
Virginia, was united in marriage with
fair
grounds
and
new
track
of
the
DanMarion
L, bm by Peter the Great
Mr. Charles Roy Barton.
forth Agricultural Society drew the
(Fox)
1 1
The Rev. Thomas Whiteside conbiggest crowd seen for years, proba- Quidnessett bs (Boynton
4
ducted the ceremony and the single
bly 3000 or more seeing the events of Pear Blossom bm (Clukey)
2
the day.
ring service was used. Mrs. Tozier,
Sister Todd him (Hughes)
6
There was an old-fashioned cali- Masterpiece Jr chg (Pinkham) 3
a sister of the bride, played the wed- w<>re ,aid out in
11 hoarill« waR
held on this line and it was decided thumpian parade, also an automobile Dollie Mack bm (McKinney)
5
ding march and little Ruth Tozier was
to run the line to Presque Isle to Eas- parade. The baseball game was won
Time—
2.24%,
2.26%,
2.29%.
the ring bearer. The floral wedding ton and then* branch to Presque Isle
by Danforth. beating Lee by a score
arch and decorations were very beau- and Fort Fairfield, thus s a v i n g of 8 to 3.
2.20 Class, Mixed, Purse $200
tiful. A large number of the relatives building a line from Blaine to Presque
The racing at the new park was ex -! Ti(ly Peter bis by Peter the Great
(Hughes)
and Steads of both the bride and Isle. This has remained so since it cellent and the finishes close. Frank
1 1 1
groom were present,
was located until the present season P. Fox, the famous reinsman of Med- Bannard bs (Fox)
2 2 2
Following the ceremony an attrac- when a petition was presented to have , ford, Mass., came down from Houlton Lize bm (Crocker)
3 3 3
tive and bountiful dinner was served the road changed and thus making a ! with two of his string and took a first The Lassie bm (Ryder)
5 5 4
and greatly appreciated by all pres- line from Blaine to Presque Isle and . and second, while the Bangor flyer, Peter ederer bs (Shirley)
4 6 5
ent. Many very useful and beautiful another from Mars Hill to Fort Fair- ^Tidy Peter, cleaned up in the 2.20. R. Gem McKinney brg (Clukey) 6 4 6
wedding presents were received and field.
Time— 2.17%, (track record), 2.19%,
J. McKee of Fort Fairfield was starter
the numerous relatives and friends of j This hearing for a change of loca- to the general satisfaction of all The 2.20%.
this well known and popular young 1tion takes place this Wednesday af- track was in good condition and will
The day wound up with the opening
couple heartily wish them great joy I ternoon and promises to be attended be one of the finest in this part of the ball in the new pavillion which was
and prosperity in their married life. 1by a large number favoring each side. country. The ratee summary;
crowded to its fullest capacity.
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FAOB TWO

The man who is always telling about
In the home should be found the to the right will tell you her age and truly for one generation, the next
portance unless it could definitely
his
good
character
should
be
careful
most
delicate and refined society, as the remainder the month of her birth. might wonder whether it were not a
H U U L T O N TI MES
point the way for its immediate ter
here it is that we receive our first and For example if the amount is 822, she fable that such a thing as ugliness was
fclsMblisheii April 13, i960
to always have it with him.
mination.
most influential lessons in the great is twenty-two years old and was born ever known upon earth.
A L t T H E HOME N E W S
* * *
Yet it is here, intangible, shapeless.
Published every Wednesday morning
Although u is a terrible misfortune school of life. These lessons should in the eighth month (August). Try it.
But lifting its hideous head here,
by the Times Publishing Co.
to lose a home by fire, it is not nearly partake of perfect honesty, truthful
* * *
blighting a community there, breathing
so bad $ 8 losing the happiness of home ness, manhood, heroism, patriotism
W
ere
we
good
we should be beau
CHAS. H. FOGG. Pres. & Mgr.
: its deadly poisons upon the unwary.
by the dissipation, unfaithfulness or and all things that tend to elevate the tiful. W e feel this. There are plain
It is plague, an insidious disease that
disgrace of one of the members of the human character,
Subscription in U. S. $1.5C per year
features so charming with the sparkle
I There is not a single reason
will rot the body and infect the heart
In advance; in Canada $2.00 in advance
* * *
Sof good humor that we love them.
• why you should deny yourself
of the greatest nation God’s creatures family.
Single copies five cents
,
Look on the bright side. It is the ' There are blemished faces so sweet
B the benefits of rich, nourishing
have ever made.
The street corners is tae best place . , , . ,
,
,
,
.
.
right side. The hour mav be cheerless that they are pleasanter to look up
The farmer is the natural enemy of in the world for teaching vice, proAdvertising rates based upon guaran
.
and somber with clouds, but it will be on than the most perfect. A fter all,
teed paid in advance circulation
this sinister spirit. When the wheels |flgacy an(i crjme. Nearlv all th bad
no better to war a gloomy and sad it is in the expression that the actual
of industry are jammed, his products ; ianuage and idle vicious habits of
J
pP K
f i t t a p tthan
h a n alcoholic
n l a a L/ vIS/,
countenance. It is the sunshine and charm lies. So that were some one
Entered at the Post Office at Houltou
2 PFar
better
are unable to reach the factory and the ^oys are taughts on the street at late
for circulation at second-class
not the clouds that makes the flowers. to promise the secret of beauty for
|
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“ tonics or medicines, every
sryl
consumer; his wheat and potatoes clog h()urs 0f the night,
postal rates.
The sky is blue twice where it is black twenty-five cents and post-paid enve
I drop
dr< of Scott'$ contributes
teal
the terminals; his fruits and veget-;
* * *
once.
You have troubles— so have lope, he would scarcely be an imposter
f
to
strength
and
better
health.
th.1
Push!
Push!
Ic
is
just
the
word
for
All Subscriptions are D ISCO NTIN ables decay and mold in warehouses
ftScoi
>Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J. 20-19.
others. None are free from them. should he return the golden rule with
hioM
the
grand,
clear
morning
of
life;
it
is
and
in
cars.
He
becomes
a
hopeless
UED at expiration
That
would
be
a
dull
sea
and
the
sail
instructions
to
learn
and
practice
it.
victim of vicious interference in the just the word for strong arms and
normal currents of business—an inter young hearts; is it just the word for ors would never get skill were there If we only could do this earnestly and BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
There
P U T IT IN TME BANK
ference that is as illegal as it is with a world that is full of work as this is. |nothing to disturb its surface.
T IM E T A B L E
is
more
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in
a
sunbeam
than
in a
One of the many reitaons why there out moral foundation, mulcting the If anybody is in trouble and you see |
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whole
hemisphere
of
cloud
and
gloom.
Is often a scarcity of funds usable for many to profit the few. It is an in it, don’t stand back, push!
T ra in s D a lly E xcept Sunday
i
From H O U L T O N
business is the fact that so many per terference that is unjust, unwise, and
BRAND
DIAMOND
8.21 a. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Carbi.jii
sons carry much unnecessary cash not within the constitutional rights.
In too many families the mother as- ■ Girls of a marriageable age do not
Limestone and Van Buren.
around with them, instead of deposit It comes from the spirit of unrest, fos- sumes the care of everything and her i j.j,g t0
ijOW
Giey are, but you
9.38 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland arid
&I,/, h . . .
ing it In banks. The aggregate of dol tered by the unsuccessful, vagrant daughters are but genteel loungers in can find out by following the subjoined
Boston.
06**
11.15 a. m.—For Ashland. St. Francis, Ft.
lars thus kept idle and useless folks without homes. And it is the the household. The work which could instructions, the young lady doing the
Kent, Washburn, Presque,
throughout the United States is start plain duty of the American farmer be so easily and quickly done if each figuring.
LADIES f
Tell her to put down the
Van Buren, via Squa Pan
Aak
yonr
l)rn**1
at
for
CHI-CHE9-TER.
ling. One captain of industry found with a fixed place of habitation, a fix bore a share, is left for the hand al number of the month in which she DIAM OND BRAND i^ILLS in R ed and
and Mapleton.
G
old
metallic
boxes,
sealed
with
Blue1
that his 400 employess had in their ed business, to do his utmost to de ready weakened by heavy burdens.
12.40 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield and Caribou.
was born, then to multiply it by 2, then Ribbon. T a k b no o t h e r . Buy of your
* * *
1.35 p. m.—For Greenville, Bangor, Port
pockets an average of $28 each. Where mand from all men respect and loyalty
add 5, then multiply it by 50, then add D nigsiil and aak for CJII-CHES-TER S
DIAMOND BIUMD PI 1,1.8, for twentr-flee
land and Boston.
Good housekeeping has more to do
Workers run Into thousands and tens to law and order and those rights and
her age, then to subtract 365, then to years regarded as Best,Safest, Always Reliable.
6.55 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
with
domestic
happiness
than
young
o f thousands, the sum thus withheld only those rights for all Americans
add 115, then tell her to tell you the S O L D B Y A L L D R U G G I S T S
7.05 p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
We believe these
from circulation become so latge as that have been conferred by the De lovers dream of.
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to seriously affect the> financial situ claration of Independence, the Consti times need women whose most beau
Due H O U L T O N
ation. The advice of one of our lead tution of the United States and its tiful work will be done inside their
8.11 a. m.—From Boston. Portland Ban
own
doors.
Without
good
housekeep
ing financiers is therefore sound, that laws and statutes.
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
ing, the romance will soon go out of
no one should “tote around more dol
to Van Buren.
marriage.
9.34 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou
lars than he requires as life’s daily
TH E MEXICAN VIEW POINT
* * *
and Fort Fairfield.
working captltai.”
The articles by the Spanish writer,
12.35 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
Let every youth regard it as a fact
Vicente Blasca Ibanez, recently pub- that he mast make his own character.
gor and Greenville.
A W A R N IN G
1.29 p. m.—From Limestone, Caribou and
! lished in the New York Times, are It is a work which God has wisely con
Striking proof that government own
Fort Fairfield.
notable, not alone for their excellence signed to him. No other can do it for
2.50 p. m.—From St. Frances, Fort Kent.
ership of railroads does not assure
as far as they go, but for the omission him. Charact* r is the unseen spiritVan Buren, W a s h b u r n .
good service "to the public is afforded
of any mention of the underlying mo garment that his own thoughts and
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
by far-a-way New Zealand.
In that
6.48 p. in.—From Boston, Portland and
tive of all Mexican politics. We refer feelings weave about tire soul with iaover-socialized country the transpor
Bangor.
to Mexico’s anti-Americanism, in com visible fingers.
6.55 p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone,
tation system is reported to have been
mon with the anti-Americanism of
* * *
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
tied up for months because the em
Latin-America, but of Central Ameri
Time tables giving complete information
We have a few young men who seem
ployees struck for higher wages, which
may be abtained at ticket offices.
ca in particular. This feeling, most to think it make them manly and noble
owing to lack of money, the govern
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
eruptive in politics, is the governing to make themselves appear tough. If
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine.
ment was unable to grant. The tax
cause of much of the Mexican trouble. you are tough, people will find it out
payers are said to have been already
In commenting on this condition Mr. without any effort on your part. It is
bled to the point of exhaustion. But
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Blasco
Ibanez perhaps has acted only just as easy to be a gentleman and
the railroad strikers were not troubled
hold the respect of the community in
about the plight o f the people in gen the part of courteous European— or a
BEST FOR HOME SHINES—SAVE THE LEATHER
which you live.
MISS MARY BURPEE
eral. They sought only an advantage polite one. The truth is that few, if
* # *
THE BIG VALUE PACKAGES
any,
American
writers
have
given
the
SOPRANO
fo r their own class. New Zealand is
The old-fashioned office boy, who !
Also PASTES and LIQ UIDS for Black, Tan and White Shoes
Teacher of Singing
but a small country, yet its experience American public the facts in this re
swears, smokos eigaret's and is im
THE F. F. DALLEY CORPORATIONS LTD,
BUFFALO. N, Y.
Studio Room 27, Mansur Blk., Houlton
carries a waring to other landsv It gard— the Mexican view of the mat
pertinent
usually, and reads dime nov
ter.
For
without
understanding
what
Telephone 292-J
shows that government ownership in
els in a corner, or loafs when he is
a large country like ours might some is in the Mexican mind, the Mexican
problem cannot be understood, much sent on an important errand, is fast
day have extensive tragical results.
DR. JOHN 0. WILLEY
less solved.
This anti-Americanism disappt ering, and it is predicted that
Osteopathic Physician
in the course of time the office girl
is due to the following couses:
A N O BSTACLE TO A T H EO R Y
Phone 244
Hours: 9 to 12-2 to 5
will
have
entirely
taken
his
place.
One of the difficulties of the back1. The Mexicaii war, by which the
* *
New Masonic Bldg.
HOULTON
to-the-farm movement is the lack of United States obtained California, A ri
Would you have your home a hap
education that those who would go zona, New Mexico and. incidentally.
py peaceful spot? Then iet only gen
JOHN M. BROWN
back to the farm should have. The Texas. Thus our Southwest is a Mex
tle actions be found there. Let the
country boys who go to the city ican Alsace-Lorraine; paid for, it is
Land and Lumber Surveyor
husband press a kiss on ! he careworn
schools become quickly initiated into true and no sensible Mexican today
Candidate for County Commissioner
brow of !rs tired wife who, amid her
bookkeeping, typewriting and the ru has any hope of regaing it, but never
Eagle Lake, Maine
ne rer ending round of household du
diments of business. And these, con theless to the Mexican politician, Mex
ties. is sure to find rest and e lcoursidering the increasing profits in agri ican youth and the unthinking majori
agement in his love and svmpathv.
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
cultural pursuits, are no doubt re ty, it is a burning Alsace-Lorraine.
OFFICE A T RESIDENCE
sponsible for putting the farm and its
2. American expansion t o t h e
129
Main St. Houlton, Me.
management on a better business ba South, first by this acquisition of the
sis.
But in many thousands of in war with Spain, by which the islands
stances this kind of an education has were gained and the many occupations
Ransford W. Shaw
Seth S. Thornton
resulted in educating the youth away and protectorates of the United States
SHAW & THORNTON
from the farm instead of holding him in the Indies and Central America.
ATTORNEYS
on it.
In this fear of the United States as an
Prompt attention to all business
The boy who doesn’t want to stay expansive agent, Mexico shares mis
Houlton,
Main*
on the farm should not be kept there givings with all Latin-America. The
Probate matters have Special
against his will. Let him come into Mexican fear, because of proximity
Attention
the city and take his chances in a merely is more acute. This fear be
Some mental disorders, periods o f
cc nplex life that offers him less in op comes less and less as one goes So,, ii depression, etc., are definite reac
DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
portunity aqd a competence in his until it seems almost lost in the pro tions from imperfect or sluggish
action o f the digestive organs. In
DENTIST
maturer years, if he wants to come; gressive federal republics of the Ar
these cases, 1 or 2 doses of "L .F .”
Fogg
Block
but on the other hand, give the boy gentine and Chili.
Atwood’s Medicine will dispel the

ffflCH BENEFITS

!
IScotfsEmulsiOR

CHICHESTERSPILLS
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BROWN AND OX-BLOOD

SHOE POLISHES

F e e F
b lu e

who is growing in the city a chance
In a public school to learn the rudi
ments of agriculture, and the short
age of farm labor and evils of farm
tenancy will be overcome.
There are three city men who would
gladly go back to the farm life, to one
who would come from the farm to the
city. They do not know just how. All
the city boy needs is the same chance
at an education for agriculture that
he gets In the technical public schools.
He will solve the farm question.
i

T H E D ICTATO R ’S A T T IT U D E
The Mexican politician must become
anti-American to be popular, and the
Mexican popular leader must remain
anti-American to keep himself in pow
er. The least suspicion of alliance or
even friendliness to the United States
la fatal, because the demagogue al
ways is ready to blow on the fires of
historical bias.
The dictator in Lati-America always
becomes pro-American, as Diaz did,
as Estrada Cabrera in Guatemala did
and doubtless as Huerta would have
ddhe had he been permitted by W ash 
ington. This is because the dictator,
since be is retained alone by force,
cares not a fig for popular feeling. He
is friendly toward Americans, and of
a consequence the American Govern
ment, because he knows on which side
his bread is buttered; he wants indus
try and industry means American aid.
Naturally the Latin-Amerlcans of the
conservative class were astonished at
President Wilson’s decree of “no dic
tators for Latin-America.” They could
not understand such idealism against
all self-interest.
Small wonder that there are what
the diplomats call “misunderstand
ings” and the Industrialists “robber
ies” especially in a period when the
revolutionist with his colossal greed
is in power and has not yet become a
dictator with life work mappedj out.
T o study this underlying cause should
he the basis of all Mexican inquiry.
T o study th e other things is only
studying half the truth and only will
lead to wrong cpnclusions.
A SPIR IT OF UN R E ST
The many changes incident to what
thia country has undergone in the past
fe w years has created a feeling of un
rest. It may have grown out of the
great war. But from whence it came
e r why It la here Is of no great im-

3. Racial jealousy- -the inevitable
consequences when there is contact
on a frontier of a progressive, virile
race and a backward, stagnant if not
degenerate race. The green monster
is made greener by the success of
Americans in industry in Mexico, for
the Mexican among his several truly
good qualities has no genius for me
chanics or engineering.

gloom and restore an active, hope-

_______

DR. W. B. R0BEN

ful mental condition, by removing || T h U F f i t O H ft. K i n n a h u v v A o
the cause. Headache powders and
II
U r V T?*:
unreliable tonics may give tempo™ p o r t * rs * P a c k e rs - B&ngOF- Me.;
rary relief, but the safe, natural pro
cesses that this well-known remedy
set in action can have no harmful ~
effect.
It is well to keep a generous sup
ply on hand, and to take smalldoses reg
ularly.
This will im
prove
your
general
condition, enable you
to work better, and
give a fuller enjoyment
o f life.
There is no
cheaper health insur
ance. Buy a large bottle
today, 60 teaspoonful
doses fo r 50 cents.
“ L. F.” Medicine Co.,

And all this is plus any incompa’ ibility that naturally arises from con
tact of two peoples, one of the Ancle
Saxon and the other of the Latin cul
ture. But as a hopeful sign it must 1u
said that individually the Mexican aid
American get along very well togeth
er.
Portland, Maine.

C a n a d ia n

OSTEOPATHIC

PHYSICIAN

Suite 13 & 14 Mansur Block
Tel. 156
Houlton, Maine
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LETHBRIDGE
O V IC TO R IA

The TR AN S-CAN AD A LIMITED
A New Daily All-Sleeping-Gar Train

A s A Table Drink

Postum Cereal

Making the fastest time between
terminals of any transcontinental train
in America, and saving a business day
in reaching Winnipeg and the cities to
the Pacific Coast.

Lim ited to Sleeping-Car Passengers only

meets every requirement!
T h e fla v o r , m u c h lik e s u p e rio r
co ffe e , a lw a y s p le a s e s ; a n d w h e n
h e a lt h a n d e c o n o m y a r e c o n 
sid ered , th is w h o le s o m e b e v e r a g e
fits e v e r y n eed .

/

B o i l P o s t u m C e r e a l f u ll y 15
m in u te s , a fte r b o ilin g b e g in s — o r
i f y o u p r e fe r a q u ic k ly p re p a r e d
d rin k , b u y th e n e w e r fo r m —
In s ta n t P o s t u m , w h ic h is m a d e
in s ta n tly in th e cu p.

Fort W illiam in 30 hours, Winnipeg
in 41, Regina in 51, Calgary in 65, and
Vancouver in 92 hours.
Leaves Montreal (Windsor St.) at
5.00 p.m. daily, and Toronto at 9.00
p.m. daily. (Eastern Standard Tim e.)

(Except parlor-car passengers between M ontreal and Ottawa)

To purchase sleeping-car space, apply to any agent of the

CANADIAN

HOTEL VANCOUVER.

PACIFIC

RAILWAY

W H ER E TO STAY
En route to the Pacific Coast you
should stay at Canadian Pacific
hotels. There is no better standard
of hotel accommodation in Canada.
Besides the city hotels pictured
below, which are open all the year
round, there are others that appeal
to holiday travellers picturesquely
situated in the magnificent Cana
dian Pacific Rockies—at Banff,
Lake Louise, Emerald Lake, Glacier
and Sicamous.
fA LU SER . - CALGARY

“ There’s a Reason” for Postum
M ade by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, M ichigan

EM PRESS HOTEL
VICTO RIA ■

ROYAL ALEXANDRA' WINNIPEG' ^

PLACE VtGERr MONTREAL
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Overseas.” He emphasized the fact
! that every church must face this chalWr— Baptist
•lenge not alone with money but with
Rsv. Mr. JanklBS, Pastor.
|lives. “The (Christianization of Life
Morning serrlce at 10.80 A. Bfe
j everywhere is the Challenge.’
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
The last speaker of the evening was
Young People’s mooting 6.00 P. M.
j Rev. Frank Hodgdon of Boston, repreBvenlng service at 7.00 P. M.
: senting the Congregational Board of
Special music by choir.
! Ministerial Relief. He spoke of the
tcgc o m e «d sreat succes of the P„grlm Memorial
AU
lutl Tf„iHn9
I Fund and thanked the churches of
^Tuesday 'night church prayer and ! Aroostook County for their splendid
1
“ *®
_V
i^ nmnlThen
s\v\ tn
that
record.
heaov
went
on to say that
praise Service.
not only must the churches give
Church of t&e Good Shepherd
money but there must also be forth
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
coming from the churches young men
and women who are consecrated to
Sunday Services
the work of the Christian ministry and
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
Also on the first Sunday in the of Christian missions.
Committees were named as follows:
month at 10.30
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
Nominations— Messrs. Bull, Hunt
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
and Hatt.
Sunday School at noon
Resolutions— Messrs.
Gregory.
Houghton and Clark.
First Baptist
The session was closed with a bene
Caurt S t
diction
by Rev. Wilbur I. Bull.
Rev. Henry C. Spee^, pastor.
Wednesday morning Rev. T. B.
10.30 morning worship with sermon.
12.00 Bible School with classes for Hatt opened the session with a devo
tional service.
men and women.
Business was then taken up. Among
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor.
7.00 gospel song service and sermon. the items were the reports of the com
mittees, which were accepted by the
8.00 Attermeetlng.
Association,
as folows:
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week
Nominating
Committee for the next
prayer service.
Choir rehearsal each Tuesday even Association meeting.
Moderator, Mrs. Moses B u r p e e ,
ing at the close of the regular prayer

CHURCH SEK VI& S

Houlton.

meeting.

First Congregational
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
Morning service at 10.30.
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. Bible
classes for men and women.
Young Peoples meeting at 6.15 p. m.
Evening service at 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
7.30.

Methodist Episcopal
Corner School and Military Streets.
Kev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
ized and Graded Classes for all.
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting.
3.00 p. m. Preparatory Members Class.
6.16 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
under the t.uspices of the Epworth
League.
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
with
vested
chorus
choir
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
Tuesday evening.

Christian
Sunday Service
Church, 11 A. M.

Science
at

Presbyterian

F IR S T C H UR C H OF H O U LTO N
Unitarian
Military Street at Kelleran
Preaching Service regularly every
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
In March on the 7th and 21st.
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W

CONGREGATIONAL

CONFERENCE
The seventy-fourth meeting of the
Aroostook Association of Congregagational Churches and Ministers was
held in Ashland on June 15th and 16th
the Ashland Congregational church
acting at* host to the association.
The opening session was on Tues
day afternoon and Rev. W ilbur I. Bull
of Ashland conducted the devotional
service. Mr. Moses Burpee of Houl
ton was elected moderator and Mr.
C. E. Clark of Portage scribe.
Mrs. Ida Vose Woodbury, Field
Secretary of the American Missionary
Association, was the speaker at the
Wom an’s Hour. : She said in part
“America needs today the spirit of
the Samaritan, the man who will look
after the man In the road, whoever he
is. W e need the Samaritan because
democracy is on trial for its life here
in America today.
W e must make
American democracy fit for the world.
It is the supreme business of every
organization in this crisis of the
world’s history to generate power to
carry on the church’s work because
only the church can generate power
to solve the problem of Americaniza
tion. Patriotism less than Christian
is neither sufficient nor safe.”
Following Mrs. Woodbury’s talk
Rev. Frank Hodgdon preached the as
sociation sermon and* then the com
munion service was held, led by Rev.
J. C. Gregory of Presque Isle and Rev.
John E Hunt of Fort Fairfield.
The session closed with a roll call
of churches and delegates and reports
as to the work which is being done.
The roll follows:
Ox Bow— Mrs. Henry Smith.
Portage— Mrs. W . E. Ross, Mrs. S.
C. Stevens, Mr. C. E Clark.
Presque Isle— Rev. J. C. Gregory,
Mrs. J. C. Gregory, Mrs. Charles Gallagher, Mrs. Frank Coffin, Mrs. Craig.
Port Fairfield— Rev. John E. Hunt.
Houlton— Mr. Moees Burpee.
W a n d Falls— Rev. T. B. Hatt. Mr.
Joa W alker. Mrs. W illiam Sewall, Mrs.
B h James, Mr. Paul Crabtree.
Sherman Station, Stacyville, David*
son and Siberia— Mr. W . K. Houghton.
Ashland— Rev. W ilbu r I. Bull, Mrs.
N. S. Coffin, Mrs. W ill McEachern.
Reports were made as follows:
Ashland— Rev. W ilbur I. Bull.
Portage—fa r. C. E. Clark.
Sherman Station, 8tacyville, David
son and Siberia— Mr. W . K. Houghton.
Port Fairfield— Rev. John E. Hunt.
Preeque Isle— Rev. J. C. Gregory.
Ox Bow— Mrs. Henry Smith.
Ox Bow— Mrs. Henry Smith.
Sherman Mills— Rev. Jobn E. Hunt.
Houlton— Mr. Moses Burpee.
Island Falls— Rev. T. B. Hatt.
The following churches were not
represented:
Masardis, New Sweden, Squa Pan,
Patten, Bast Millinocket, Millinocket,
Silver Ridge, Sherman Mills.
The seelon on Tuesday evening was
opened with a devotional service led
by Rev. John B. Hunt of Fort Fairfield.
Following this Rev. C. Ernest White
of Boston, representing the American
Board, spoke on “The Challenge

he doesn’t then he is looking for some boys and girls which will be under the strives to prevent rather than punish
All complaints
careful supervision of an expert play cruelty to animals.
thing that is better than the best.
leader.
and
applications
for
the
services of
On the season ticket plan each pro
the
Agent
should
be
addressed
to the
The
Community
Chau'a/.qua
will
af
gram can be heard for a few cents a
number. In fact, the price is so low ford a fine worth-while vacation for j President of the Society at Farmingthat no one need be excluded. The you right here at home amid all your
daily comforts.
Season tickets for)
y
,
season tickets admit to all sessions
yourself
and
family
will
prove
to
he
a
there are no extras of any sort.
profitable investment. They will en
It is apparent that no expense has
joy all of the ten great sessions and
been spared in making the program
you too will be amply repaid for all
a glorious triumph from a musical,
the
time you spend under the big
artistic and inspirational standpoint.
brown tent.
The coming of the well-known play
of American life, “ Polly of the Cir
cus,” is, in itself, an event of extraor THE FARMINGTON
dinary interest, especially as 1920
HUMANE SOCIETY
has been a year during which people
The
Farmingcon
Humane Society,
have been asked to encourage every- j
thing which is strictly American— be i incorporated in 1905. has united with
it in any walk of life. The “ Polly” : the Humane Traveling Agent Commitcompany appears at hut one session,;tee which has been in active operainterpreting that great human-inter-1 t|on
sfm.e September> 1907 The re.
est play— using special scenery, cos-1
tames and effects. This attraction has
Society includes both citibeen a phenomonal success due not on-, zens and summer residents of Maine,
ly to the splendid players, hut because The President is Charles A. Gould of
of the manner in which it is staged. , Farmington, who is widely known as
No expense was spared to make the a friem, of animalSi an„ has ,)een for
play one of real worth and the results
- a long series of successes-have many >’ears President of the Farmingmore than justified the time and i ton Society. The new Society will not
money spent.
confine its activities to Farmington.
Other notable features are the Mad- or Franklin County, but will extend
rigal Trio; Alexander Cairns, the man them t0 any part of the state where
with a story and a smile; Maude Wil- its servj(;es ^
^
or seem , 0

A sk Your Dealer For

ll». reader; _ the Venetian^ S e r a u it e B ..

Italian musicians and Percy Allen,
Place of Meeting, Millinocket.
noted historical lecturer.
Besides
Preacher, Rev. T. B. Hatt, Island
these attractions, there is the Beacon
Falls.
Concert Company; Dr. E. E. Violette,
Committee, Dr. Bryant, Dr. MacKay,
silver-tongued orator; the Cremonas,
Registrar, all of Millinocket.
j eight brilliant artists, who^sing and
Resolutions Committee—
|play, running the gamut of melody
Resolved, That we extend to the from grand-opera to ragtime; John
good people of the Ashland church,
who have been our hosts, our hearty i Tobin, lecturer-muscian, and Louise
thanks In appreciation of their kind-j L. McIntyre, the Apostle of Health,
fiess and hospitality to us.
j These and other worthwhile attracThat we also thank most heartilv ! tions f ,)rnl thp De Lnx0 program of
the members of the Ashland Christian !
. ,
. .......
Endeavor Society, who provided such America s Greatest ( hautau i t
an excellent supper for us or Tues- tern. Each attraction will warrant the
day evening.
\dose attention of everyone. Special
That we hereby express our appre- , featurps will ])e a(1(led. Among those
elation of the inspiring messages , _
.
, ............ ,,,
which we have received from our vis- ; latter is the Junior ( hautauq ai a
iting speakers, Mrs. Ida Vose W ood-1the marvelous “ Toyshop Pageant’ tor
bury* Rev. Frank Hodgdon and Rev. ! ________________
C. Ernest White.
That wre aslo extend our thanks to HOW ANY GIRL CAN
the soloist and quartet who favored
us with special music during the ses
HAVE PRETTY EYES
sion of Tuesday evening.
No girl or woman is pretty if her
Following the business there were
eyes are red, strained or have dark
several addresses, as follows:
rings. Simple witchhazel. camphor,
Heirs of the Pilgrims, Their Task
hydrastis, etc., as mixed in Lavoptik
as Evangelist— Mr. W. K. Houghton,
eye wash, will brighten the eyes and
Sherman Station.
a week’s use will surprise you with
As “Big Brother”— Mr. C. E. Clark,
its QUICK results. Regular use of
Portage.
Lavoptik keeps the eyes healthy,
As Citizen— Rev. J. C. Gregory,
sparkling and vivacious. The quick
Presque Isle.
,
„ . ,
. „ ...
.
. i change will
please you.
Dainty
As Builder of the Future— Rev. John . *
aluminum eye cup FREE. O. F.
E. Hunt, Fort Fairfield.
French & Son. druggists.
Rev. C. Ernest White of Boston gave
a short address on the Interchurch
World Movement and the session was
closed with benediction by Rev. J. C.
Gregory of Presque Isle.

COMMUNITY CHAUTAUQUA
PLANS NEAR COMPLETION
The Community Chautauqua looks
Bigger and Better evey day.
Com
mittees in charge of the advertising
and sale of tickets are getting active
and all Indications point to a big suc
cess.
The Chautauque begins July 28th
and closes five days later.
It will
bring a notable array of musical ar
tists, lecturers and entertainers here
and the man who holds a season ticket
is bound to get his money’s worth— if

Ballard’s

ton or to the Agent, Hiram A. Walker.
Mr. Walker lives at present in Bruns
wick, and his telephone number is
241-M. There is no charge for the ser
vices or expenses of the Agent

All Water Rates
Are Now Oue

Houlton Water Co.
Mechanic Street
Opposite the American

needed.

The Agent

a trveIing

Agent, and is employed by the year.
One object of the Society, perhaps its
main object, is to assist the local Humane Agents who are often placed in
an embarrassing position and encount
er many difficulties which would not he
encountered by an Agent coming from i
a distance'.
The Society docs not |
prosecute, except, in extreme cases, hut [

AN

IN

CRACKER

B A K IN G

Dealers supplied by wholesale grocers at
Presque Isle, Bangor or,’ Portland, Me.

W e know F a lry fo o t
is an absolutely suc
cessful bunion remedy
which not only re
lieves you instantly o f
all pain and inflam
mation, but literally
melts away the bunion
enlargement.

F. L. Jone* Co.,

—

Cracker Bakers /00 years.

TOURYFOOT
FREE TRIAL
A
Don’t suffer any longer. Get
a box o f F a lry fo o t today. If
yon are not absolutely satis
fied, return and get your money
back. W e personally endorse
and guarantee F A IR YFOOT.

O. F. F R E N C H & SON
Cor. Court & Main Strs

—

biscuits

<

f

W ATCH
THE BIG 4

COLD MEDAL
Th e National Rem edy of Holland foi
centuries and endorsed by Queen W llh elmina.
A t all druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Gold Medal on ereiar boa
and accept no imitation

Stickney& Poor’s
Cream«f Tartar
Guaranteed to

Test

99 ioo% Pure

Pure and wholesome.
Made from grapes*
You, as mother did before you. can depend on
Stickney 6? Poor’s Cream of Tartar in
bread, biscuits, cake, gingerbread and coobias.

S tom ach - K id n e y s -H e a r t - L i/ t t

Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world’s stand
ard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles—

*I find tkat I can make a fine baking
powder myself by adding corn stanch
and soda and tbe results are always
uniform and satisfactory.”
Y ou
w ill like

Your froter will gladly supplyyou
A Coollnsr S. & P.
Beverage

Place
a
teaspoonful
(level) of S. & P. Cream
of Tartar in a glass o f
fold water, and add a
little lemon juice. Sweet
en to taste and stir.
Healthful and refresh
ing-.

Stickney & Poor Spice Co.
BOSTON

H A L IF A X

Quick to relieve head pains, leaving no unpleasant after effects.
These Tablets not only relieve pain, but will prevent attacks if
taken in season. Especially recommended f o r Nervousness.
Sleeplessness, Neuralgia, Sciatica and Pains of Rheumatism. En
tirely free from opium, morphine, chloral, cocaine or other habit1
forming drugs. Easy to take anywhere; convenient for travel
ers’ use. Conmplete satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

Studio o f

T h e p r o o f o f the pudding is in the eat
ing” ,-.a n d , just as surely, the p r o o f o f a
flou r is in the baking.
T h a t ’s w h y
w om en w h o have o n ce used

A L B E R T E. K L E I N
Portrait Photograph cr
Houlton, Maine
June 17th, 1920
To the Public:—
We understand that many of
our customers have been calling
on us at our old stand on Main
Street. We are very sorry that
you have been put to this in
convenience and that our adver
tising of the fact that we were
temporarily. out of business awaiting the completion of our
new studio in the French Drug
Store building, did not reach you
Our new studio will be ready in
two weeks or sooner and we as
sure you that we will be better
able than ever to serve you.
Trusting that you will have
patience and hoping to see you
at our new place.
Yours very truly
THE KLEIN STUDIO,
Albert E. Klein.
For information concerning
unfinished business, etc., please
call up 155-R.

(320/

Bangor, Me.

/ Always Use S & P Cream o f Tartar
On Baking Day— H ere’ s W hy!”

Express Company

Golden Headache Tablets

A C H IE V E M E N T

Free from sweetness of some crackers. No sugar used. Wholesome.
Nutritious. Really you better taste these crispy golden brown cracker*.
Order today.

W illiam Tell
Flour
The proof of the pudding is in the eating,”— and, just as surely,
the proof of a flour is in the baking. That’s why women who
have once used
need no further proof or evidence as to its superior quality.
They have found for themselves that it gives a delicious flavor
and a uniform goodness to all their baking.
So it naturally flolows that they prefere it to all other brands.

If you would know the difference a better
flour will make in your baking, just tell
your grocer— William Tell.

*
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of a thousand windows but one, erect after the happy manner
ed at the order of Sultan Selim II, in Orient.
|
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
the 16th century.
Decadence seems to have heightened For Sale One Mack Truck. Apply to
Auto Goggles and Driving Glasses at
Wanted
position as clerk by a young
The first impression of the city had the beauty of the majestic old mosque ; E. W. Carpenter, Telephone 414-5.
Osgood’s.
Tanlac Overcame Truoble He Had
man. Apply to Times Office.
tf
of
Sultan
Bayazid.
The
windows
are
i
been one of great beauty. Arriving
For Sale One Dodge Roadster in good I piann
c „.
... ..
Been Trying for Ytars to
broken
in
the
locks
are
rusted
in
the
,
running .condition.
Inquire at Infor Sale. Write or Phone Fox Buy Hand Mounted Elks Teeth at Os
from across the lofty Balkans in an
Get Rid of
Bros., Houlton, Maine.
good s and save $10.00 each.
227
airplane, the city had been seen with doors, the grass is growing up between j graham’s Garage.
a rush, a place of spires, and slate the flagstones the fountain in the court i
“Tanlac has done the work for me
For Sale One Light One Horse Jigger Buy Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding Coupons for typewriter ribbons may
domes and red roofs, planted at the no longer' splashes its waters in the
Rings and get what you pay for.
wagon. One two seated riding wanbe exchanged at the TIMES office
and 1 don’t mind saying so; in fact it
I intersection of three rivers. It had { sunshine and the interior of the mos- on. L. O. Ludwig.
______________ , for any machine.
327
doea me good to tell people what a
Two Front Furnished Rooms for
________ ___
been a welcomed sight. It had come que itself is slowly deteriorating.
fine medicine I hare found it to be,”
Light housekeeping. Phone 532-3. ! Beginning June 1st, Osgood’s Jewelry
at the end of four hours’ ride and it Few worshippers come here, but on Bookkeeper and Stenographer Wanted
aald Charles B. Place, 12 School St.,
Primary Essentials: Knowledge of -------------------------------------------------- i Store will remain open evenings to
the drowsy Friday afternoons, the
was journey’s end to a tired aviator.
double entry bookkeeping ability to Four Repair Men at Osgood’s are busy I accommodate those who work during
Portland, Maine, whiile telling friends
every minute. There is a reason.
|daytime.
Seen from aloft, the city, surrounded Mussulman's dav of worship, come a ' figure quickly and accurately and good
recently of his remarkable improve*
Secondary Essentials: Fair
by poplars at is outter rim, its house devoted hand of musicians and sing-: spelling
Housekeeper wanted in a widower's
ment. Mr. Place is a carpenter by
u
. knowledge of typewriting and stenugardens within the city showing green ers.
family of two. No children. Mod Subscriptions for any Magazine or
The aviator and the Associated j grapjVy with inclination and capacity
trade, has lived in Portland practical-!
Newspaper may f>e left at the
ern conveniences and one canablp nf
vines and flowers its outlying fields Press correspondent stumbled upon 1to attain high proficiency.
ly all hie life end is the oldest member
TIM ES Office, where the lowest price
' l.°°k,lng after • moderate sized house can be obtained.
bare aroused memories of Mardin on this group. As they turned to go j at *15 per week 'w a h 'a ss,,r^ ,.'i‘ ’
of the Local No. 974, United Brother
Tlmes office.
,(
the mountains, Diarbekr by the Tigris away, one of the re-fezed hand can,,, j crease if work proves satisfactory '
hood of Carpenters and Joiners of
,1
— 7~— — I a \/, i
* r --------------.
and hosts of other Turkish cities, al- and saluted with the simplicity of th e' References required. Apnlv to t PWia I Bicycles
America.
ways sleeping in beauty, whether vis- j Turk and said: “ Allah esmarladik I a] B l o c k ^
Kennebec JournBicycles supplies and we also guar*' ^ a tT ^ a v e 'S s e d ^ th e s e “ EjVery t,me
“For years and years I had suffered ! ited by sunshine or moonlight.
“ May God abide with you.’
( al Blotk> Augusta, Maine.
227 an tee our bicycle tires.
The onlv ' selling articles t h e v h av o 0lKUmnS for
place this
cessfub_____________
Try them.'
from chronic indigestion, and it
The longer the stay in Adrianople j
------------------~
-------*u'~ side
~iJ~ of Portland that re‘ j: nooof"
1 ’• ™
een 8UC
1
single be tireg Houlton Steam , Typewriter Ribbons~for all Ma
seemed that no matter how careful I ;
state of aptny or coma and then expire ! Vulcanizing Company, Phone J61-M. j ag wejj aa c art,on p aper m£
jjjg PLEASURE OF DYING
was about what I ate I had to pay for i the more the charm of this beauty
grows, a charm that is as great afoot
It is probable that the sensations are j W anted Dealers to Supply Me” With j Webster—There’s nbne better.
it in suffering afterwards. It was out j
often pleasant.
1 ^
■
as aloft
11 may ,)e 8aid tliat tleatb bas been
Potatoes for potato chips and for i or send t0 TIM ES Office,
o f the question for me to enjoy a m e a l!
other
purposes.
Want good dry ones
Adrianople is a city that has the getting steadily more unpopular for
for my stomach was sour all the time i
and
shipped
good
and sound only. Lost on Tuesday evening of last week,
NOTICE
tone of country friendship about it, j many ceturies and this is regrettable,
a ladies black leather pockea book
and I was never free from gas. I suf
Send prices and terms in first response
not unlike a county seat of the South. for, according to the best scientific
The
annual
meeting
of
the
members
!
j.
a . Phillips, 209 High street, East containing a sum of money.
Reward
fered terribly from heart palpitation, j
of the Houlton Saving Bank corpora- j Dedham, Mass,
for returning to the TIM ES office.
The center of the agricultural ex
523
tion
for
the
election
of
the
Trustees
and my breath would get so short I
opinion on the subject, death is often
change business of eastern and west
for the ensuing year and the transoe- Wanted Protestant Woman Between If you are looking for a bargain in sec
had to fight for air. If I ate any sup
ern Thrace, it is frequented by peas- 1 one of the most comfortable things in tion of any other business which may
ond hand tires and tubes call and
40 and 45 years old for general
per I was never able to sleep at night
what we
are offering.
. ...
„
. ... .
11(J ! legally come before said meeting, will 1housework in familty of two, all mod- 1 vsee
..i(,ani7ine
c nmn9T)7
vphnno
’ be held at the banking rooms of said era conveniences including washing ( _______________________ !______ Houlton
'
and sometimes I was afraid to even lie ^nts and traders of Turkish, Greek , hte. In primitive tu
Bulgarian, Jewish and Armenian na ed to facing it bravely; they preferred
down and would have to sit up to get
liank
on
Tuesday,
July
20.
1920,
at
|
machine.
Must
be
a
good
plain
cook
I
Merchants
and
Professional
Men
do
tionalities. There is record of but one to die in battle or the chase. In the
my breath. I was so constipated I
three o’cloc k, p. in.
and make good bread. Wages $10.00 j not have to buy coupon books for
American ever having done business
L. O. LUDWIG, Treas. j a week. No. 963 Washington Street, typewriter ribbons. Buy
had to be taking laxatives all the time.
middle ages, when faith was strong 227
ass
'too-,
Canton, Mass.
I tried everything anybody told m e , ! in tbe
• and he came from Paris and vivid, men regarded death as a
B A N K R U P T 'S
P E T IT IO N
FO R
722p I at the TIM ES Office as you need therm
D
I
S
C
H
A
R
G
E
but nothing did me any good and It j and bou* ht “ P a11 the broomssacrament, and much was written In the matter of
1
For Sale Ten Room House in Best Lo- j Window Signs, Automobile Initials
wae beginning to look like I would
While no day knows what the noxt about “ holy d^ing.” But of late it has Lemuel II. Hayden
In Bankruptcy
cality in town can be used for 2 j
trunk and traveling bags lettered,
Bankrupt!
have to bear my troubles the rest o f 1may brins forth in the way of
families, hard wrood floor in every promptly and neatly done. Apply to
become associated more and more
To the Hon Clarence Hale, Judge of the room, nice bath room, hot and cold t B. C. Roberts, Dream Theatre.
my days.
1 cal strlfe and crime, today the1 city
20tf
with undertaking parlors and caskets.
District Court of the United States for water, electric lights, good basement, •——~ ~
. . _
“But at last I have found a medicine Preserves this tone of friendship and
the
District
of
Maine
It is not a popular subject of conver
Room for j G 'rls NVanted for Clothes Pin Factory
L H M U K L H. H A V D U X of Presque Isle also barn and hen house.
that will do the work and that’s Tan order. Strangers as they go along the sation. Men know they ar e going to : in
2 or
cars on barn floor and 3 stalls ' at, Davidson. Good wages and steady
the
county
of
Aroostook. and
streets or visit the shops are treated
lac, I started taking It only about a
die, but they prefer to overlook the I State of Maine, in said District respect in basement. One acre of ground i work- Inquire at office of Summit
125tf Lumber Company, Houlton or write
month ago, but already it has com with kindly concern. The Turkish of fact until they are face to face with I fully represents that on the ath day of For particulars Phone 262-11
November, last past, hr w a s d u 1y
’
to above Company at Davidson.
ficers
salute
courteously
and
there1
is
tf
pletely relieved me of the troubles
it. Yet the facts in the matter show j adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of The Automobile Legal Association, Bank Book No> 13149 i8Sued by the
no
glint
of
hostility
in
the
eyes
of
the
Congress
relating
to
Bankruptcy:
that
that I’ve been trying for years to get
that death is easy for most people, j j, has duly surrendered all his property
better known as the A. L. A., the
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
Turkish soldiers carrying their new
rid of. My appetite was never better
Comparatively
few suffer. Scientifi- i and rights of property, and lias fully largest Automobile Association in the ; iost an(j ^ is noy ce jg given as requirrifles,
recently
distributed
to
them
by
complied with all the requirements of world, requires the services of some ■er ^ jaw>
duplicate book may be
and I am entirely free from gas, heart
cally, death is a process of a<#dapathy said
, ^ ----------- —
Acts and of the orders of Court first class salesmen in Aroostook and ;-----j
palpitation and shortness of breath Co. Djefer Tayar Bey. The martial or coma, and then expire. It is very touching his bankruptcy.
issued.
L. O. LUDWIG, Treas.
326
Penobscot counties.
Every autoist
In fact I can eat anything set before law is adminstered with gentleness. sudden and violent, the body fails to
Wherefore he prays, That he may be needs the benefits of the Association
Wanted
Office
Girl
with
Knowledge
of
though
there
is
no
doubt
that
the
silk
decreed by the Court to have a full dis
me and digest it as if I had never suf
neutralize the acids which it forms, charge from all debts provable against and everyone becomes a member when
bookkeeping and stenography with
en
glove
hides
the
mailed
fist.
they
understand
the
value
of
member
fered from stomach in my life. I am
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts
a good education, where interest in
The decadence of Adrianople goes causing one slowly to sink into a except such debts as are excepted by ship. Hustlers make good money and
not constipated any more and I sleep
the work will be recognized as well
connections.
W.
A.
SM
ALL,
Mgr.,
465
law
from
such
discharge.
like a top every night. I am hale and at a dignified pace. There is little or
Dated tliis 1st day of July. A. D., IPl'd.
Congress St., Portland. Maine.
226 as service. Address in own handwrit
ing Box 447. Houlton, Maine.
LU.MCKL II. H A V D U X .
hearty and feel brimful of new life none’ of the seething squalor and dirt
and
noise
and
poverty
of
Constantino
Bankrupt
and energy. All the members of my
ORDEF1 OF N O T I C E T H E R E O N
local have noticed the change Tanlac ple. There is none of the clamor of
District of Mr ine. Nor* hern Idta-i m, ss
the ;h d da y i >:' duly.
A . I>
Money back without question 1 <n,
has made in me and they are all the Constantinople’s street cars and auto
If
H
U
N
T
’S
Salve
falls
in
the
.
■i reading rise r-..r<
i' ii
time saying something about how mobiles. There are a few ragged beg
treatment of ITCH, ECZEMA, |
R I N G W O R M T E T T E R or
gar children who besiege the stranger
strong and healthy I am looking.”
TUB
tring
o t h e r itching skin diseases. Ordered by the Cour t ,
T ry a 75 cent box at our risk, lie ha" 11 poll tile Sana- on the I t h "ay w
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Munro’s but for the most part Adrianople en
Autfu-r, .\. : ». . : :D >. hr!',,; •r . .
i
LEI GHTON & F EEL EY
W est End Drug Store, Island Falls by dures its shabby gentility with pride

IT CERTAINLY DID
HIE WORK HE SAYS

j

j

% ITCH !

T ubes |

S. R. Crabtre^, Fort Kent by Stanley and ca^m* Here there are none of the
~ Hall,
—— Smyr
fallen houses and dusty streets which.
Burrill, Littleton by L. F.
na Mills by Clyde C. Brown.
(Adv.) characterize the majority of tho eitieu

of Asia Minor.’
, Any day the city may surprise the
CHARM CLINGS
world by a tremendous massacre, but
TO ADRIANOPLE meanwhile its life goes on as smoothly
The decadence of two centuries, as the flow of the rivers.
Undoubtedly the life of Adrianople
present political and economic disin
is fraught with that deep mystery
tegration, wars without end and an which seems to cling inevitably :o the
uncertain future have been unable to sinful, idle, sleepy Orient, but of this
destroy the ineffable charm the Turks mystery the stranger sees only tinoriginally gave to this citv of 80-odd charm.
thousand souls. Adrianople is still a , Prayers are called from the minar
holy city in faith and appearance, ets, as of old; also the old anti new
Romance still abides here.
j bazaars do a slender business in sell
“The Orient is the only place left to ing American and European calicoes
Europe where cities * seen at close and home spun cloths and Turkish sil
range are beantiful,” remarked Jules ver-mounted pipes and cigarette hold
Sebotin. a French aviator, while vis ers, rugs, junk, to passing peasants
iting the most beautiful of all mosques |customers; or else, when these are
Sinan's masterpiece here, the mosque lacking, they swap with each other.

S T A T E OF MAINE
Office of Board of State Assessors
Augusta. July 1. 192".
Notice is hereby given that tin*
Board of State Assessors will lie in
seesion at the Court House in Fort
Kent on Tuesday tin1 2ntb day of July
at. 9 o’clock, a. m.: at the Assessors’
Office in Van Buren on Wednesday the
21st day of July at 9 o'c lock, a. m.; at
the Assessors' Office in Pn-sque Isle on
Thursday the 22nd day of July at 9
o’clock, a. m.: at the Court House in
Houlton on Friday tin- 23rd day of
July, a. rn., A. I).. 192". in the County
of Aroostook to secure information to
onubie them to make a i' st equaliza
tion of tin- taxabl'1 nropi-rty in said
county and to in’’e s t junto .'barges of
concealment of propert>
rom taxa
tion of under , al ua1 a a-.q of failure
to assess property liable1 to taxation,
c. S. Stetson.
W. F. Dresser.
J. J. Dearborn.
Board of State Assessors
227
F. H. Sterling, Clerk.

at
i ’anv;or in said Di-M t i t, X o" hem
I "vCinn at C ■'Vlook in the forenoon;
ami that not ice thereof he published in
the Ihailt "ii Tim os. a new spaper printed
in aa;" f >ist ri' t, Nort hern Division, an"
that all IillOH.i (•re"i*ors ;m " other persons, m interest. may app<mr at the said
turn* an" 1"are, an" show cause, if any
they have?, u hy the prayei[' of said petitinner sh* oil" no't he •'ran te".
And it is Further Ordered by the Court.
l Mr I'M
That
tli o
s 11 a i1 s e n d
b y
mail to ai ! knowi i or*-" it, ,rs eopi'o of sai".
pet it h m an" th is order. addressed to
thorn
at f Imir pla 1
of residence as
sta >o".
XV it ness the Th"iiorahC i'Marem-e Il.aV.
Judge el' the said <\>urt, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern D iv i
sion ej' said District <>n the Mrd day i >f July
A. D.. r.D'i.
(L. S.)
I S A B E L SH E L T IA X .
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest: I S A B E L S H E E H A N ,

M
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Equip your car with Mohawks and forget your

%
\
,«

troubles.

J

^Complete line of Accessories.

€JHave

your old tires repaired— First class wors— Prices

£

right.

s
>

C W e call for and deliver your work free

Houlton Steam Vulcanizing Co.
Poone 361-M

-g

Rear Thomas’ Barber Shop

About
Threads
Threaded

1 a n d A \ ESSS
1 _ j •

T

branded in red on
one side of the Still
Better Willard—the
only storage battery
with ThreadedRub*

Insulation ■»“ ■*■»•

Willard
Q. What is Threaded Rubber
Insulation?
material made up of rubber
pierced with thousands of tiny
threads.

by which chemical action in
the batteiV can be entirely
held up, so that the battery
reaches the buyer in truly
brand-new condition.

Q. How does it differ from other
battery insulation?

Q. Why does wood insulation
need to be replaced?

A . A storage battery insulating

E B u k k V a lre -In -H e ad m otor car is interna
T Htionally
recognized as the “ first choice c a r/ ’
I t h as gained th is un usual distinction through
tu a t y years o f dependable service.
•

M otor oar purchasers have watched the perform 
ance o f th e thousands o f Buick cars in daily
operation and they have witnessed their wonder
fu l efficiency an d endurance. Buick speed and
p ower h are proven to their s a t i s f a c t i o n th at
—th ere is n o substitute” fo r the Buick V a lv e -In H ssd , an d these buyers are dem anding the Buick
an d patien tly w a it in g fo r their local dealer’s
antnqr so osn esr •
and

th is Hst o f buyers steadily
leftay in placing th eir orders
a longer delay in ownership.
•> k Flint, AfidUfim
mU

K-4S

.

<aiM 0

MmM K-49

■rial K-17 . S24UM) M «M K-50
« ttntimd Amril I, i930

UM&.00

A. Because it is the only method

A. Ordinary insulation is wood,
cut in the form of thin sheets,
and is neither as uniform nor
as durable as Threaded Rub
ber Insulation.
Q. Why is insulation so im
portant?
A. Because battery life depends
largely on insulation, and be
cause any defect or weak
ness o f insulation is quickly
evidenced by buckled plates,
short circuits, and failure of
the battery to hold its charge
and so on.
Q. What h a s this insulation -O
do w ith battery shipment?

A. Because wood insulation being
soft, wears out more rapidly
than any other part of the
battery. It is also subject to
cracking and checking, which,
if allowed to go too far,
seriously damages the battery
Q. W hy does Threaded Rub
ber Insulation outlast the
battery?
A. Because the basis is hard
ru ber, which resists wear and
d
not crack or check.
Q. How can I be sure m y bat
tery has Threaded Rubber
Insulation?

A. The kind of insulation deter
mines whether the battery
must be kept _*t, or can be
shipped in “ bone dry” condi
tion. Wcod insulation must
never be allowed to dry out,
hence makes necessary wet
or partially wet shipment.
With Threaded Rubber Insu
lation the b. f t( ry c^n be
shipped absolutely “ bone dry."

Q. How m any car and truck
manufacturers have select
ed Threaded Rubber Insu
lation?

Q. Why is"bonedry"shipment
and stocking preferable?

A. 136 in all. The complete list
is printed at the right.

A. It can be found only on the
Still Better Willard Battery
Look for the red ThreadRubber trade-mark.

H. M. CATES & SON
Mechanic Street Garage
Houlton, Manie

136 Manufacturers Using
Threaded Rubber
Insulation
Acason
Acm e
A ll A m erican
A llis-C lialm ers
A m erican
LaK rance
A pex
•A p p e rto n
A rr.ileder
A tte rb u ry
•A u b u rn

Austin

Bacon
Bell
B elm ont
Bessemer
B e tr
Biddle
Brock w ay
BulTalo
•B u ic k
C annonball
C a p ito l
•Ca?e
•C h evro let
Clydesdale
Cole
C o llier

Colonial

C o in -t
C om r.l-rce
( O m ni o-.lore
Cunnm tihain
Daniels
Di rt
D -pendable

lii imon ! Y
l. i . ■ i'ly e r
Dodge
D o rris
Fargo
Fergus
Ferris

FWD
F ran k lin
Fu lto n
G arford
G M C
G ia n t
G lide
G re at W estern
H ahn

ID S

Lu v ern e
M adieon
M a im o a
M enom inee
M ercer
M e rc u ry
M e te o r

a'hrla.)
M K C
• Mitchell
M u rra r
M c F a tla n
• M cLau.
N apoleon
S a ih
Nelson
Nelson x
Lo M o o n

Noble

Nortfcway

O gren

Ot I Hickory

•CD

(>:; u ’. a
O r n is h
•F a 'd e

Fart r

P - r '.-s

Peitif A

V h iann a
1 i -rce A rro w

Promt ’f
Preston
R a n ie f
• K ’o

R. ldA*

Ro'unson
R & V' K n ig h t
Ro.ve
Sar.doW

SViyets

Seae.rav*
S ■! lea
Service

Shelby
Sisnui

Singer

Southern
S tand ard o
S ta n d a rd
S tan l V .
Studebaker

S'.trrz

H u rl hurt
H a w ke ye
Haynes
K enney
H ig h w ay
H o i rues
H o lt
H u p m o b ile

Sunbeam
T a rk in g to n
T itiin
T ita n .
T o w M o to r
T ra n s p o rt
T r a y lo r

In d ia n a
In te rn a tio n a l
( I K C;

Vulcan

•Kissel
Koehler
Lancia
L exington
• L ib e r ty

VJltim»te
XV’.ie

W a r d L * F e » nce
W h ite
W ilson
W 'inther
W in to n
(
W o lverin e

* F or E xp ort

(B«S)

L . S. Bean, County A gent, Presque Isle, M aine

..

H .public

p -V -re

STORAGE
BATTERY
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OF L OCAL I N T E R E S T
Subscribers should bear in
m ind that all subscriptions are
payable in advance and the pa
p e r will be discontinued at ex
piration. Notice of such expi ra
tion will be sent out the First of
•each month .

Miss Virginia Colbath of Mars Hill
Miss Virginia Bubar spent the holi
was the guest on Friday of Miss Cath
day at her home in Island Falls.
Miss Lena Cyr of Forest City is in erine Cary on Main street.
town for
mother.

the

celebration

with

her

Miss Gertrude McIntyre is the guest
Robt. N. Yetton ha3 purchased an of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Lombard in
Overland roadster.
Searsport.
Hon. Chas. P. Barnes arrived home
Allston Cushing returned Friday
from W aterville Friday morning.
from Bangor where he bus been visit

Frank W. Shaw a former Houlton
boy is now connected with the law
firm of Shaw, Safford, Roy & Shaw of
Minneapolis as the senior member.
Mrs. Harry Burleigh leaves this
Wednesday evening for Rochester, N.
Y. accompanied by her son Lawrence
who will attend Camp Acadia Summer
School at Lake Ronkonkoma, Long
Island.
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AUTO DITCHED BY
BROKEN STEERING GEAR

The Rev. Thomas Whiteside will
conduct a service in the Methodist
Episcopal Church at Watson Settle
ment next Sunday afternoon at 3.00
o’clock. Staff Captain Armstrog of the
Salvation Army, the Young People’s
Secretary for New England, will
preach the sermon. Special music will
be furnished and a collection will be
taken for the local work of the Army.
There should be a large attendance.

A car bearing a New Brunswick
license carrying four ladies besides
the driver came to grief while on the
Lake road Tuesday forenoon the car
^eing ditched caused by the breaking
the steering gear.
The occupants were thrown out and
were somewhat bruised hut not seri
ously hurt, excepting Mrs. Pearce of
New York who is visiting in Woodstock who suffered a discolation of the COSTS YOU 50C TO LOSE YOUR
shoulder.
She was taken to the Aroostook hos
pital where she was given treatment
by a physician and was afterward able
to leave for Woodstock.
Sufferers from dyspepsia or indiges
Had they been going fast a more tion, gas, flatulency, belching or pal
serious accident might have resulted. pitation can find ready relief at a cost
of 50c. Just simply ask for a pack
age
of OUR D YSPEPSIA TABLETS.
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
Take
a dose or two and eat what you
The picture “ Everywoman” is a
crave,
the food will not distress you
wonderful production.
An Artcraft
special which has been hown in all afterwards. You can trust this great
friend indeed.
227
cities at advance price. Don't miss it! j
July 7. ,
!
Yes Marguerite Clark on Thursday
in “ Luck in Pawn.” The work of Miss j
Clark is said to he of a very high j
grade in this comedy drama and she I
is both convincing andcharming. A |
fine evening's entertainment.
i
“ The Road to Divorce” on Friday
evening is said to be a very high grade
in this comedy drama.
i
We have booked the Doris Keane j
___
picture “ Romance” which so many are Passenger Train service from Houlton
asking for on August 4 and 5.
, Eastern Tim e— Daily Except Sunday
Among some of our fine things ocm- j ----------------------------------------- -ing soon are Dangerous Days, April Leave
Arrive
Folly, Copperhead, The Little Shep 10.15 a. m.
11.45 a. m.
herd of Kingdom Come, Huckleberry 3.20 p. m.
4.50 p. m.
Finn and many others. Watch our 7.35 p. m.
8.50 p. m.
Program.
N. D. DesBRISAY, D. P. A.,
St. John, N. B.

Miss Jeanette Stuart has bepn in St. ing his sou Richard.
Andrews visiting relatives for a short
Miss Avory Munro left the first of
time.
! the week for Gardiner, Maine where
Mr Brackett of Boston who was sent
Miss Edith Blethen of Dover has j she will visit relatives,
here
by the Brunswick-Balke Collenbeen the guest of her brother Frank j Miss Grace McBriety of St. Francis
Commencing bsturday, May 15, 1920
der Co. to fix up the alleys in the S. A.
on Bowdoin street.
is visiting Miss Hazel Porter at her
tha T IM E S office w ill d o te at noon
Community Home finished his work
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shean were in j home on Pleasant St.
■every Saturday during May, June,
Saturday and left on the evening
Fort
Kent
last
week
to
attend
the
Cunduly and^Auguet, In accordance with
j Walter Berry son of Mr. and Mrs. train for his home. The alleys are
liffe-Bradbury
wedding.
*the usual custom of Banks and County
I Leonard Berry returned home last
now in perfect condition and as good
W. H. Watts while driving to week from Colhv college.
offices.
! as new.
Smyrna Mills Thursday saw a deer
Mr. and Mrs. S S Thornton arrived
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hess who have
feeding
near the road.
Geo. Gray of Woodstock was in
home Friday evening from a trip to I been visiting Mrs. Hess’ parents Mr.
A large number of Houlton people Augusta, W aterville and Portland.
town Monday to see the races.
and Mrs. Geo. W. Richards for the
went
to Woodstock Thursday, Domin I Mr. J. H. Crokett of the Fredericton
Miss Dorothy Lovely visited with
past month returned to Boston Tues
ion Day, to take in the races.
I Gleaner with a party of friends were day afternoon by auto from which
friends in Mars Hill last week.
Dr. F. W. Mann and E. L. Cleveland I registered at the Snell House Sun- place they will go to his home in
Frank McPartland of Boston spent
attended
a meeting of the Maine State ' day.
the Fourth in town with friends.
Uniontown, Penn, before taking up his
‘‘Bill’ Fleming, Forest Fleming. Fred duties in Bethlehem, Penn.
Health Association held in Presque
G. Fred Paul of Island Falls accom
Parker and Earl Ritche came up from
Isle Thursday.
panied by his daughter were in town
The Salvation Army with the visit
Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Russell left Bangor Sunday to enjoy the celebra ors who came to dedicate the new
on Tuesday.
Friday by automobile for Exeter, tion.
home will give a musical entertain
Miss Phyllis W ilson returned Sun
Miss Marion Bemford who has been
Maine where they will spend a two
ment in the H. H. S. Auditorium Sat.
day from a ten day’s stay with rela
attending the Skidmore school near
weeks vacation.
urday
evening at S o'clock. Sunday
tive in Patten.
Misses Eleanor Wilkins, Rita Whea- Philadelphia has returned home for at 3 p. m. Dedication service in front
W aiter Stone ot Woodetock enjoyed j ton Ellzaheth Smith and Doris Pur- the summer.
of homo on Court St. S p. m. Mass
Frank Murray, wife and son of Buf
the racing at the Park Monday with aj jng^on arrjve(j home from Colby Colmeeting in Temple Theatre.
falo, N. Y. arrived here Sunday by
party of friends.
I lege Thursday evening.
Mrs. Me. Sawyer of Bangor was in
Miss Ada Phair of Presque Isle is in ( Miss Ernestine Davis returned home auto for a two weeks visit with his
town
Friday and Saturday the guest
father
John
Murray.
town a few days for the races with Thursday evening from W aterville
of
Mr.
and Mrs. Ik P. Burleigh, mak
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Spear and
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn.
where she attended the Centennial ex
ing
the
trip by auto, bringing Mrs.
family of Fort Fairfield were in town
The monthly session of the County ercise at Colby College.
Geo. B. Dunn who has been visiting in
Saturday
by
auto,
coming
from
MilliAlexander Munro who has been in
Commissioners was held at the Court
Bangor and returning with her daugh
Atlantic City attending the National nocket on their way home.
House on Tuesday morning.
ter Miss Dorothy who has been a
E.
E.
Ring
of
Auburn
arrived
in
Mr. W ilbur Carr and family and Mrs. Convention of Rotary Clubs returned
town to spend a few days with his guest at the Burleigh home.
Jennie Mayo are enjoying an auto home Thursday evening.
Wm. Crangle a former Woodstock
Wm. J. Ormsby who has been acting wife who is visiting her parents Mr.
trip to Portland and Boston.
hoy and an old time printer connected
as stefard at the Elks Club for the and Mrs. John Cosseboom.
The resignation of Rev. E. C. Jen
Miss Elfrida Whitney arrived home with the Aroostook Times, now living ANNUAL MEETING
the past year, has resigned his posi
kins which was read some time ago
Friday
from Colby college to spend in Boston was in town to spend tin*
tion taking effect July 1st.
FEDERATION OF FARMERS
w ill take effect on August 1.
“ Hank” Grant arrived home from the summer with her parents Mr. and Fourth -and met many of his old
The Annual Meeting of the Houlton
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Stackpole Jr. of Colby College Thursday evening to Mrs. R. H. Whitney, Charles St.
friends. Mr. Crangle has been away
Local, Aroostook Federation took place
Bridgewater were the holiday guests; gpend the summer with Uis „areius
Hon. and Mrs. Alan Bird of Rock 32 years and was much impressed with
on July 3rd.
of Mr. and Mrs. Geo A. Hall, Jr.
land arrived here by motor Saturday |the many changes in our town.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Grant.
The officers for the coming year
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Atwood of SpringThe many Houlton friends of Mose and were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
B. B. McIntyre accompanied by Mrs. are as follows:
Held, Mass, are the guest of Mr. and Melville of Presque Isle will be inter James K. Plummer over the Fourth.
Mslntyre, Miss Gertrude and Miss
President. Albert G. Merritt.
Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn on Main street.
The weather last week was very Annie Porter returned Saturday from
when getting ready for
ested to learn of his marriage last
Vice-President. William G. Adams.
Miss Iva Ingraham who has been month to Mrs. Della Rutherford of 1beneficial to the crops, frequent show- the southern part of the state from
Secretary, Guy C. Porter.
that fishing trip don’t
|ers with plenty of sunshine and every an auto trip, attending Colby Com
confined to the house with illness has Presque Isle,
Directors f o r t h r e e y e a r s :
forget your
Mrs, Charles P. Barnes who has been growing thing has been benefited mencement and visiting other towns. R H. Hovey, Frank Logan, A. G. Mer
recovered and is able to be out again.
thereby.
Dr. Robert MacCready accompanied in W aterville to attend the graduation
Lieut. Harris .McIntyre who received ritt; for two years: James Hogan,
by bis wife and his parents were in exercises at Colby her son Phinneas 1 Col. and Mrs. Frank M. Hume ac the degree of B. S. from Colby return Wendell Sharp, Fred Doherty; for one
town Monday to attend the celebra being a member of the class returned companied by Miss Elizabeth and her ed with them.
year: Howard Tinglev, W. G. Adams
; guest Miss Constance Bailey motored
home Thursday.
tion.
Some one took tile runabout belong and George R. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. P. Putnam. W al to Portland Saturday returning home ing to Robert Yetton from a local gar
Frank Rhoda has improved his Main
The Local Federation has handled
street property very much by remov ter Cary and Geo. E. Wilkins returned this week.
age on Saturday evening and when over two million dollars worth of po
The Ingraham Garage, Bangor St.
ing some of the buildings and painting home Thursday from W aterville where
It’s the universal choice
the loss was discovered steps were tatoes during the past year, and has
is
doubly conspicuous since its 100 foot
they
have
been
attending
the
Centen
tAe houses.
taken to get trace of it. It was found over two thousand dollars in the trea
of all smokers who relish
sign is finished. You can't miss it
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Lewin have re nial Celebration.
near Danforth and the culprits who sury, whereby it was voted to declare
a good smoke— All
Hon. Chas. P. Barnes who with his when you need Ford repairs, no other tot^k the car wore finally located and a dividend.
turned from an automobile trip to the
auto
work
done.
W hite Mountains and other places in wife attended Colby Commencement
dealers.
Plans are now under way to build
paid the sum of $200 for repairs and
Mrs. Chas. P. Barnes was made a
and the graduation of his son was hon
New England
expenses. Rather an expensive eve a large potatoe house this season.
Mr. Horace Blther and family re ored by being elected president of the member of the Promotion Committee ning's entertainment.
of the Alumnae of Colby college at
turned last Thursday from a two alumni association.
Lieut Simons of the Portland Divi commenecement and has already as
weeks trip through White Mountains
sion of the Salvation Army arrived in sumed her duties.
and other places.
Christian Science Services held each
Gay Bradbury a former resident of town last wejsk to assist Capt. Farm
Houlton and who was employed by er in his work at the new Community Sunday at 11 a. m. Presbyterian
Both the Dominion Day races at
church, July 11th, Subject: •Sacra
the B. A A. has been in town calling home on Court street.
Woodstock and the Danforth races
W. H. Higgins has purchased the ment.’' Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. testi were weil attended l*y Houlton peo
on former friends.
Cordial welcome to
Mr. and Mrs. Lew is Keney and son Atherton property on Spring St. which monial service.
ple and everybody was well pleased
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs L. O. he will remodel before moving into it. all.
with the time made by the horses. J.
Mrs. Clinton G. Ferguson of New
Ludwig qb Court strett, making the Mr. Atherton plans to go to California
W. Gallaghers' "Money Man'' won his
Bedford
and Miss Ruth Ferguson ar
where he has two sisters.
trip by automobile.
race in straight heats, best time 2.19.
“ Bob” McKee the well-known start-! rived in town last week to visit friends DeWitt's "Old Glory" took first money
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Whittier of Ban
What a satisfaction thereis in buying
gor and Mrs. Cobb of Guilford were ing judge of Fort Fairfield sent the Mrs. Ferguson is the guest of Mr. and in straight heats in the 2.20 trot.
diamonds of a reputable concern that
guests of Mr. an4 Mrs. Howard Lunt horses away at Fredericton on Do-; Mrs. Jackson while Miss Ruth is vis Saunders' "Dazzle Medium'' took sec
deals only in quality merchandise and
minion Day and also at the opening iting Mr. and Mrs. Wellington Barnfor the celebration.
ond place in the 2.30 trot and pace in
whose guarantee and advice may be
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Thorne of Is of the Danforth, Maine Park on Fri- j ford.
the Dominion Day races.
depended upon absolutely.
Hon. F. A. Powers and Mrs Powers
land Falls are at the home of Mrs. day, July 2.
At Danforth, the horses sent down
Diamonds that enhance in value as the
Albert K. Stetson and Mrs. Stetson arrived her Monday for a few days at
Thorne’s parents Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
by Frank Fox who is training here
years roll by must be of the highest
home,
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Albert
K.
were among the Houlton people who j
Porter for a fe wdays.
won first and second money. About
g r a d e , perfectly cut— and rightly
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Whitney and attended the celebration at Danforth i Stetson who has been their guest in
13000 people1 attended each celebration,
bought. Stones of ordinary quality are
two sons of Presque Isle, formerly of on Friday, when the new park was ; Pittsfield. They will return to Pitts
j Danforth’s new venture is looked
not rare and will not attain any great
Houlton are In town for a few days, opened under vfery auspicious condi- j field for the rest of the season at the
upon with pleasure by Houlton people
value at any time.
renewing acquaintances.
tlons.
|Powers’ farm.
who will certainly patronize it well.
Invest in diamonds now. Let us show
The Aroostook County Federated i Samuel Lyons the veteran tender of
Mrs. WalteT Parker of Boston ar
you some gems that will prove a wise
rived in town Monday to spend a few Clubs’ Annual Field Day will be held i the signal lights at the B. &. A. R. R.
purchase, and demonstrate new ways
weeks with her husband, Sub-master in Caribou Wednesday, July 7th. Each yards has been granted a two months
of mounting them that w ill materially
member attending is requested t o , leave of absence with passes to take
Parker of the H. H. S.
enhance their attractiveness.
B. C. Roberts was In Danforth Fri bring a well filled basket. A fine pro- him to Montana, where he will visit
bsek without question
’ his daughter who lives in Butte, he Money
day where he gave one of his enter grom has been arranged.
If HUNT’S 8»lve fall* in thj
Mrs. Margaret Andrews of Philadel will also visit another daughter who treatment of ITCH, KCZBMA,
tainments of slight-of-hand on the plat
R I N G W O R M . T E T T E R or
phia who has been visiting her sister ( lives in British Columbia before re other Itching akin dlaeaeea.
form at the trotting park.
Try
a 73 cent box. at our risk,
turning.
He
left
Monday
accompani
The grand celebration of Northern Mrs. Fred O. Orcutt returned to her
Jeweler and Optometrist
LEI GHTON & F E E L E Y
Aroostook planned for Monday at summer home at Atlantic City Tues ed by his grand son Philip Lyons:
M arket S q H o u l t o n
Caribou was postponed until Tuesday day accompanied by Mrs. Orcutt’s two :
when it was carried out as advertised. children Mary and Donald.
Mr. Joseph A. Pearson of Hartland
A large audience greeted the Copley :
who was called to Houlton by the Male Quartette at the Temple on
death of his son Murray and who has Wednesday evening which gave a very
been with his son Frank has returned enjoyable entertainment. They were |
assisted by Miss Dorothy Carpenter j
home.
Mrs. W illiam C. Donnell returned who as a reader was most isteresting.
Saturday from an auto trip to Glou
Hon. B. W. Howe of Fatten was in
cester, Mass, and other places, being town Friday on his return tr >m a trip
accompanied on her return by Mrs. to the northern part of the county, j
W illiam DeWitt Hyde of Brunswick, He was accompanied home by his
daughter-in-law Mrs. Dyke Howe who
Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Alexander of had been visiting her parents Mr. and
Most of us have plenty of
Bangor are in town called here by the Mrs. W. P. Mansur.
illness of their son Donald who was
Among the out of town people who
work and want our inuestoperated upon for appendicitis on were in town to attend the funeral of
ments free from care.
We
Monday and who is resting as com Murry Pearson were a party of Cana
fortably as could be expected.
\
dian Pacific R. R. officials: Messrs. N.
want to buy them— and then
Sperry E. Tapley and Miss Bessie E. R. DesBrisav, L. W. Lindsay, Jas E.
I can give you the very latest crea
forget about them, except on
Clark both of Woodstock were marri Burke, M. H. C. McKay, C. D. Strong,
tions at most reasonable prices, in any
dividend days.
ed by Rev. Henry C. Speed at the par H. R. Matheson, Josn G. Burke, of St.
style bouquet you may wish.
sonage on Saturday afternoon. They John, N. B.; F. B. Edgecomb of Fred
My Decorations are original, always
An investment free from
both have friends in Houlton who will ericton, N. B.
the newest and most artistic effects,
care is Central Maine Power
Bert Chadwick arrived here last
wish them a long and happy life.
being the result of personal work and
Hafry Keyes a former Houlton resi week from a visit to his old home in
attention. Just let me know the date
C o m p a n y 7% Cumulative
dent employ at the B. & A. freight England, his first visit in 14 years.
and I will assure satisfaction.
Preferred Stock.
No duties
bouse for 20 years but now doing sim Mr. Chadwick was a member of Co. L
Bouquets
ilar work for the Boston A Maine R. 103d ,nf. and while in Fiance he tried
except the cashing of quar
For the Bride ,$5, $7, $10 and up.
R. at Springfield, Mass. Is spending a to get a furlough to make a trip across
For the Bridesmaids—Colonial or Arm
terly checks.
vacation here renewing acquaintance.
the channel but was unable to secure
Bouquets, $3.50 up.
Safe, too.
Mrs. W alter Cary entertained very it, so after returning to America, he
Boutonieries for the Best Man and
prettily on Friday afternoon from four made arrangements to go home.. A f
Ushers.
W
hy
not
send
for
circular.
to six in honor of several guests who ter a short stay here he expects to go
Baskets and Pedestal Effects a Special
are In town for the summer, including a school where he will study Forestry.
ty.
her daughter’s guest Miss Polly Ayers
The Leighton & Feeley Drug Com
^of Boston.
pany has been organized at Houlton
Many of frlenda of Mrs. Melvin Jac with a capital stock $20,000, all com
kins will be sorry to'learn of her se mon, nothing paid in, par value, $100;
vere acotdent by falling through an shares subscribed,4 President E. B.
open trap door In Presque Isle on Sun Leighton, Houlton; treasurer, J. C.
day evening, D u rin g the heavy show Feeley, Houlton; clerk, Anna G. Leigh
er the auto puity'Stepped into an un ton, Houlton. Directors, E. B. Leigh
F l o r i s t
occupied building where the accident ton, J. C. Feeley, Anna G. Leighton,
Conservatories 16 H igh Sir.
Augusta, Maine
■occurred. Mrs. Jackins was brought and Emma G. Feeley, all of Houlton.
Houlton, Maine
homo « n |he train Monday and is rest- Purposes, to buy, sell and deal in all
to« W T I W I gy M * » t J W ;k o m e on kinds Of dnucs and drug store supplies.

D yspepsia

M unro’s W est End
D rug Store

S A Y

B. F. A .
C IG A R

EARLY RACING EVENTS
WELL PATRONIZED

A Satisfactory Purchase

KZEHA!

J. D. Pe rry

N o Duties Except the

Cashing of Checks

I f I t ’ s F lo w e rs

L e t M e Supply
Your D e m a n d

Central Maine Power

street.
F ra nnkmi
l

Approved Jhne 23.

Chadwick
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160,000 WAR ORPHANS
FUR TRADERS
STARVING IN POLAND
WON AN EMPIRE |
A few years ago I was standing in
an old wooden fort, loop-holed for mus1

ketry, on the prairies of Canada’s vast
Northwest.

Close beside the old stock

ades I saw a mangificent domed build
ing of stone.

It needed little imagina

tion to see here as much of empire his
tory as a man can find within a few
hundred yards for

the

old

wooden

stockades had been a Hudson bay fort
in days when a few fur traders were
developing the vast Northwest amid
bands of hostile Indians and the fine
stone building was Alberta’s new Par
liament house at
Edgar Rowan in

Edmonton,
the

London

writes
Daily

Chronicle.
I hope the old wooden fort is stand
ing today, and that it will figure in
some celebrations on Sunday, for on

1 There are 60,000 Jewish war orphans
! in Poland existing on pickings from
the streets, constituting on orphan
problem the link of which has not be
fore been seen, according to Dr. Boris
D. Bogen, who just returned from Po
land, where he spent four months as
chief of the Joint Distribution Com
mittee for American Funds for Jewish
W ar Sufferers. Previous to his last
visit to Poland he spent nine months
there engaged in the same work. All
told he estimated the number of Po
lish Jews orphaned as a result of the
war at about 100,000.
Dr. Bogen said that the various ad
vances of the Polish armies on the
frontiers are not always regarded with
unanimous approval. The prosecution
of the w ar is exerting such heavy
drains upon the financial and man
power resources of the new country
that vitally necessary reconstructive
measures at home are being overlook

The subventions to local agencies and
institutions, amounting to $300,000 a
month, go far toward relieving dis
tress.”
Dr. Bogen strongly urged Americans
to purchase the food drafts sold in
this country by the American Relief
Administration and the Joint Distri
bution Committee. These food pack
ages are delivered in all parts of Po
land by the Joint Distribution Com
mittee’s motor trucks. They are es
pecially valuable more so than direct
remittances of money, because they
have the effect of lowering rather than
raising prices in the local markets.

bay.
Prince Rupert himself was one of the
body to whom this charter was grant
ed. His name is scattered across the
map of Canada from Hudson bay to
the Pacific and the vast areas over
which the company was granted a
monopoly was at first called Prince
Rupert’s land.
But all was not smooth sailing. In
1678 the French disputing the presence
of the English in the Northwest sent
out an expedition under the gallant
DTperville, the first great Canadian
who made an immortal name in his
tory and compelled the company’s
agents to evacuate their forts and re
turn to England.
F or some years the state of w ar pre
vailed, and the long conflict between
France and England In America was
marked by the taking and re-taking of
theee northern forts, while the ships
of the Hudson Bay Company and the
French Fur Company fought on the
high seas.
The history of the company in the
next two centuries Is a part of the ro
mance and adventure of the empire.
Other fur traders came, set up a rival
body, the Northwest Fur Company,
and there w as fierce competition. It
was an Instance of competition being
a bad thing, for the Indians were de
moralised by the abundance of raw
spirits with which the traders of the
two companies sought to outbid one
another, and finally, in 1821, the rivals
amalgomated.
Eventually, in 1870,
the company surrendered most of its
rights.
But although wheat has beaten fur
as the chief interest of the Northwest,
the Hudson Bay Company is still a
vast trading concern.
In the chief
cities of the prairies are huge retail
stores, where you do your shopping as
at Selfridge’s or Harrod’s. And if you
have a little imagination you can pic
ture the wild and romantic history
that lies between the early wooden
forts on Hudson Bay and these plateglass windows behind which are stor
ed for your convenience the treasures
of lands that Hudson never knew.
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After you eat—always take
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Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloat*
• d Gassy Feeling. Stops food souring,
repeating, and all stomach miseries.

AMe dltMtioa and ewpetit*.
•tomacb
•erectand etrooff. increase Vitality andPep.
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Academy

will present features of unequaled excellence. Every
day will be a Feature day. On the Opening Night—

H EB R O N , M A IN E

u

PON the mental and physical d. velo i.mm t of its children rests
the future of our nation. Helu on Academy, with its practical
idea.s ami sound vision, will instill in vour daughters and
sons the indeptnd nee of spirit, uma niprouu m^r honesty, and
bite.lectual development essentia! t
;<i eiti/enship and individual success.
Hebron Acad erny is excellently located with the White Mountaii
I- ami,-e and Mount Washington in full view, fo r tv -fi v
away.
Students enjoy the pure air of this hill country, and the wh ole
some homelike atmosphere of the Academy
The school lias ten buildings including two - pacimis dorrmtories,
one for irirls and one for boys. The courses include English, Math
ematies. Sco nce, Physics, Latin, Spanish, French, !i
Econom
ics, Domestic Chemistry, Elocution, Business Lnplish and Arith
metic. All sports.
Faculty changes are infrequent. Pupils always under experienced
teachers, masters in their lines.
For catalog and particulars address
\\ M. I.. S A R ( , I N I , l.itt.l)., Principal
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DR. ALEXANDER CAIRNS
author, lecturer, student, will present
his newest delightful story-lecture, “ The
Goose That Lays the Golden Eggs.” It
will make you think and at the same
time entertain. Dr. Cairns is a great
“ thought provoker.” He has a thrilling
message for you.

.n.dll'

Other Big Features
The Madrigals; Percy Allen, historical
lecturer; Dr. E. E. Violette, great ora
tor; Maude W illis; the Cremonas, a
brilliant musical organization, and a
complete production of that interna
tional success, “ Polly of the Circus.”

For Figuring Where Minutes
Count
When a customer is waiting for the total of bur bill
figuring must be, done in a hurry; yet if if isn’t right it
means a loss that can never be made good.
A small Burroughs AddingMachine, right on the count
er gives the total o f any number of items in a few s e c o n d s
--quicker than pencil figuring -and those totals are right
loipf of the time.
Preventing mistakes means saving
money.
The s a m e machine will handle figure work of all kinds.
It is a visible model - visible writing, printing and visible
totals, and a small machine which can easily be carried
whereever it is needed. A Burroughs salesman will be glad
to show you this machine, and how you can use it cither
on the counter or in the office.

Burroughs Adding Machine Company
Bangor

Office: Exchange

Building,

C. R. REED,

27

State

Street

Manager

For 8ale by O. F. French & 8on
Houlton, Maine

post Toasties
$

fortunes
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CHAUTAUQUA)

When add-distreesed, relieve the
Indigestion with

MADE BY SCOTT * BOWNE
H A K IM OF SCOIT'S EMULSION

many huge

industry

C O M M U N IT Y

LBflB t
St t

HelpYourDigestion
K M IO ID S

center of an

The Community Chautauqua program for this year
is filled to the brim with up-to-date music, lectures
and entertainment—For five days your

the Hudson Bay Company was granted

Dissolve easily o n t o n g u e — a s
plea tin t to taka a s candy* Keep
your stomach sweet* try Id-molds

ductive value and have made Ameri
ca for the first time, at least, the great

PR O G R AM D E L U X E

ffir fr

“ The advance upon the south front
which resulted in the capture of Kiev
its charter.
just before I left,” said Dr. Bogen,
Henry Hudson had already given his
“was viewed from different angles by
life and his name to the waters of the different Polish groups. The comment
American Northeast. A Londoner, and of leaders and of the press indicated
it is believed, grandson of the city al a variety oT opinions.
Those who favored the advance
derman who helped to found the Mus
pointed to the importance of establish
covy Company in 1555, he began his
ing the Ukraine as an independent
career by setting out in a cockleshell
buffer State between the Polish Re
with the cool intention of sailing
public and the Soviet Russia. They
across the North Pole to India, made
declared that Poland was led by the
the fashionable attempts to discover
Allies into assuming the mission of
a passage northeast or northwest to serving as a bulwark against Bolshe
the treasure worlds of the rising sun,
vism and that they must see the job
drifted up to the present site of New
through.
York in the service of the Dutch, and
“ Those who opposed the advance de
gave the name that still stands to the clared Poland was justified in waging j
Hudson river, and just 310 years ago only defensive warfare.
this month set out on his last voyage.
“ Industrially, Poland is now about j
It was in the Discovery that he left 35 per cent, normal. Her inadequate
the Thames on April 17, 1610, for an transportation facilities, which must
other attempt on that fondly desired be used to a great extent for military
Northwest passage, which the early purposes, render extremely precarious j
navigators blazed with their bones and all internal commerce.
j
their ships’ timbers. He never saw
“ Viewed broadly, Poland is making j
England again, and of his fate little a praiseworthy and generally success-1
is known.
ful struggle for economic and politi- !
All that is clear is that he found his cal stability. The second must follow
way through the waters since called the first. Its task is a must difficult |
Hudson Straits into Hudson bay, and one and there is no doubt that Poland ,
that on June 23 of the following year, must look to the Allies for guidance j
after being frozen in the ice of James and assistance in its tragic dilemma.
|
Bay (in the south of Hudson bay), his
“ The Joint Distribution Committee j
crew turned mutinous after winter has done much to relieve the suffer- j
hardships that probably made for ings not only of the Jews of Poland,
eight others, including his young son but of the general population.
We
John, Hudson was put adrift in a small have established twelve relief dis
some peevishness on both sides. With tricts in the country, with a central
boat and never seen again.
office, garages and warehouses in each,
So much for the man and the bay, with an American in charge.
This
and now for the company.
makes it possible for the people to
A yoiing Frenchman named RadiSson have direct contact with an American
of New France, on the St. Lawrence, worker, and to these people, who feel
had been captured by Indians, as a lost and helpless in the problems they
lad of sixteen. In later years he be have to face, this means a great deal.

lions of dollars to the Country’s pro

ver workers of the world who were en-1 ditional gold and silversmiths may not lieve these artificers will return to
gaged in the business prior to the war. ! seem significant, they have added mil Europe.
Virtually the entire world is depend
ent on these men now working in j
Amercan shops and factories for what j
is technically known as Oriental jew 
elry.
;
AMERICA’S GREATEST CHAUTAUQUA SYSTEM
“ Among the artificers who have |
come to America are the cleverest of I
the workmen who formerly made an- j
tique mountings in Europe. Today the j
JEWELRY WORKERS
European dealer is confronted with a j
FLOCK TO AMERICA condition the American dealer faced !
The export business in jewelry from before the war. To get his original |
the United States to Europe, accord mountings he has to send to the Unit- j

May 2 it will be just 250 years since ed.

came one of the most daring explorers
of the new land, and finally he was in
vited to England to lay his information
and ideas before Charles II.
It was the time of the plague in
England, and there were delays but in
1668 the English admirality, influenced
by Prince Rupert, who warmly sup
ported the plans, loaned two ships,
the Eaglet and Nonsuch, for a voyage
to the Hudson bay of whose wealth in
furs Radisson had told so much.
Radlsson, on the Eaglet, was driven
back, damaged by storm, but the Non
such, under Groseillers, his brother-inlaw and companion in many journeys,
went on to Hudson bay, and set up a
small fort for trade.
When the Adventurers returned, late
in 1669, they had been so successful
that they at once applied for a royal
charter. This was granted them on
May 2, 1670, and gave them the mono
poly in trade in all the regions, land
and river and sea, adjoining Hudson

ing to the president of a large jewelry ed States. Before the war it was the
firm in Chicago will show an increase other way around. Most of these ex
of several million dollars during the |
pert workmen came from the Neth
next year
l
erlands, Belgium, Bulgaria, Switzer
“ The United States,” he says “ has !
land and France.
obtained the services of approximately j
90 per cent of the expert gold and sil-' “ While the presence here of 250 ad

CORN

Come Every D ay!
You will enjoy every minute of the pro
gram. You can spend five delightful
and profitable days— and save money.

Get a Season Ticket for Every
Member o f the Family

The Regular Price of a Season ticket to
your Community Chautauqua is $2.75.
This admits you to the double program
twice a day for five days. W ar Tax
included. Here is the greatest value in
entertainment to be found anywhere in
the United States. But you can—

SAVE 55 CENTS
i f "you buy your season ticket now.
Your local committee has on sale 500 at
$2.20 including war tax. When these
are sold there will be no more available
at that price. Buy now and SAVE 55
cents.

CORN FLAKES

They Top The List
For superior flavor, attra ctive form and
improved eating quality. "Vbu never tire of
Post Toasties. That’s why more Toasties
are sold throughout the United States than
any other com flakes; and why this food has
becom e a household favorite.

Ready to eat. No w aste. Delicious.
To be sure o f the best, always sp ecify
Post Toasties in ordering from your grocer.

See the Souvenir Program

BOYS AND GIRLS!
The Junior Chautauqua
Watch for the announcement o f the Great
Toyshop Pageant! On the night before
the big Chautauqua opens the good times
begin— with the Merxy Marionette Parade,
Play Festival and Ticket hunt. Get ac
quainted— make ready for the five happy
days that are to follow.

AMERICA’S GREATEST CHAUTAUQUA SYSTEM

Made by Postum Cereal Co.,Inc., Battle Creek. Michigan.

Houlton, July 28, 29, 30, 31, August 1
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for the last twelve months were not the mills. This has resulted in cur-1 down at Bowdoinham $65 a month and famous but they are finding intense cess are the highest development of
available yesterday. One who most tailment on the part of the woolen and j his board and washing, and I think satisfaction in doing the work they the world the very best ha is in them.
closely watches alien arrivals is J. worsted mills, many of which are oper-! that it is pretty good job for him at are doing because they feel that it is
Charles Frederick Higham of Lon F. Rowe official money changer. He ating at about 50% capacity. In the I that.
exactly the work they are fitted to do
“ The country will sometime be on
d o n the “first advertising man to be is quick to notice any unusual move shoe industry also, where much the
same conditions exist, we find some a different basis and men will have to and they have the consciousness that
come a member of the British Parlia ment in the flow of imigration.
Mr. Rowe asserted that money ex shoe centers operating as low as 35% till the soil and work on the farms or they are doing it to the very limit of
ment,“ at two meetings in Boston
Look out fo r the unnatural weak
changed
for immigrants whose desti capacity, while other localities are the people won’t get enough to eat, their ability. They are putting into ness that indicates thinning o f the
warned American workmen against
foreigners who wanted them to slack nation is New York City does not running on about 50% time. Although I believe that the pinnacle of high one’s own character and capacity, the blood and lack o f power. It means
np on their Jobs, and announced that amount to 1 per cent of the amount there is some softening of prices evi- wages has been passed, and that be achievement of the largest possible 1hat your bodily organs are starving
fo r want o f good nourishment; that
In his country both “pussyfootism’ exchanged for those giving other parts dent in cotton goods, the raw material fore long the men will be only too glad
measure of worthy service within one’s
as their destination
i and finished goods departments of the to go to work on the farms. Hides
the red corpuscles are fewer, unequal
and bolshevism were dead.
“In former years,” said Mr. Rowe, cotton trade are standing up remark- which a year ago sold for 59 cents sphere whatever that sphere maw be, to demands o f health. H o o d ’s Sarsa
Speaking at noon in the Boston City
Club to several hundred members of “immigrantes poured into New York ably well in the face of serious de have dropped to 12 cents per pound, and, as a rule, the esteem of one’s parilla increases strength o f the deli
cate and nervous, restores red cor
calf skins have fallen from one dollar friends and fellows.
the Pilgrim Publicity Association, Mr City by the hundreds of thousands. clines elesewhere.
puscles, makes the blood carry health
to
25
cents
and
the
wool
market
is
There
has
been
for
the
last
three
H icham began his address by felling They are now going to manufacturing
During Lord Leverhulme’s recent to every part, creates an appetite.
his audience that there was now no centres such as Pittsburg, Detroit and weeks the greatest possible uncertain very dull, so that the farms may bene
I f you need a good cathartic medi
visit
to America, Thomas Dreier, while
aatl*American feeling in England and Akron, Ohio, or to the coal and iron ty as to commodity prices. Drastic fit by it in the future.
cine. H o o d ’s Pills w ill satisfy.
“ Five thousand men could be used chatting with him, happened to drop
drops have occurred in a number of
that Americans might count on it that mining regions.
in
this state on the farms this year, the remark, “A rich man like you— .”
staples,
with
the
very
natural
result
“For
the
most
part
those
arriving
v h ^ s r s r might happen elesewhere
here now were in America before the that business in such lines is at a vir that is, if they had been hired earlier “What do you mean by rich?” Lord
England would never go dry.
This instability of in the season before all the planting
war and are acquainted with the coun tual standstill.
“Slow-Up” Germ Spreading
Leverhulme interrupted him.
The
“1 have just read in the morning pa try and attracted to section where the prices has caused the manufacturer, had been done. Up in Aroostook they famous British manufacturer and phil
pers,” the speaker proceeded, “ a Bol best wages are paid. Before the war wholesaler and retainer to suspend are learning with a great deal of skill J
anthropist gave a little dissertation
shevlst message to the effect that men a majority of the arrivals had only operations so far as is possible until a how to gather their potato crop by j
machinery.
If
it
were
not
for
the
modj
emphasizing that money did not make
new
trade
price-level
is
established.
hazy
ideas
as
to
where
they
were
go
should slow up in their work. The
HABIT ABSOLUTELY OVERCOME
germ is spreading. You men would ing or what wages they were to re Following a curtailing of speculation ern machinery there would not be as ! a man rich, but that riches and suc
BY
THE
NEAL
TREATMENT.
many
potatoes
gathered
as
there
are
in
securities
and
later
in
certain
com
not be here if the news were brought ceive.
cess consisted of what man was and WRITE FOR INFORMATION AT
at
present.
,
modities,
there
is
now
in
progress
a
.
“Another
interesting
fact
is
the
that a foreign foe with ships and guns
what he accomplished of helpfulness ONCE. THE NEAL INSTITUTE, 166
“ Food prices never will be reduced , to his fellowmen.
w as 7S miles from 'Frisco. Do for change of location of some of the races j much-desired deflation in profits. In
PIEASANT AVEtyUE, PORTLAND,
poor country in peace what you would Not so many years ago most of the the face of a lull in buying, accompani to any great extent until there are a 1 The fruits of twenty-four karat suc
ME. PHONE 4216.
great
many
more
men
available
for
j
do for it in war. You are letting for Irish arrivals flowed into Massachu ed by lower1and unstable raw material
farm
work.
}
prices,
there
is
evident
a
disposition
sign voices come into America and setts or scattered along the North At
“ Seventy-five percent of the c o s t!
say, ‘Slow-up.’ W here will your coun lantic seaboard. Now they are going to do business at a lower range of
try and mine be if that is allowed to into Oregon, it is noticeable, too, that profits. This is an extremely healthy of production goes for labor and many j
go on? Both in the United States and more aliens are going to California development i i the orderly read just a fanner is this year raising just !
ment of business now taking place. enough for his own consumption for
In Great Britain w e need and must than ever before.”
i S
S
S
l ^
'
It
may fairly be said that the pessim he cannot get help or perhaps he can-1
In
January
24,900
aliens
arrived
here
have a great revival of spirit.
“W e are now settling down to*our February, 22,000; March, 29,000; April ism which has hung over this market not get help unless he pays what some
Jobs,” said Mr. Higham. “W e welcome 36,700; May, 40,000 and in June up to in recent weeks is giving way to a bet- might consider an exorbitant price. ,
In England American artists and sing and including the 19th, 31,000. Super-1 ter feeling based on the opinion, quite Higher wages than ever are being paid j
ers and business men. W e are trying intendent Baker, of Ellis Island, said I widely held, that commodity prices on on the farms, the amount ranging from :
to get the export trade of the world, this immigration was made up most-! this particular decline have about $50 to $100 per month or from $3.50
but we cannot handle it all. Between ly of women, children and returning 1reached a new trading level on which to $4 per day and the man’s dinner.
EXPRESSES CONFIDENCE
the United States of America and reservists. These latter are mostly 1business can go forward. Many good And some of the help is not of the ;
The
increasing deposits of the HoulGreat Britain, every factory in the Italians and the figures for this month judges are predicting renewed gener very best kind.
i
ton
Trust
Company as attested by its
next quarter of a century can be kept will show that most of those who left al activity by early Fall.
“ Something must be done to relieve
financial
statement,
expresses the con
America to fight for Italy have return
smoking overtime.
the labor shortage on the farms of ,
fidence the people have in this useful
“One of the greatest problems of the ed.
Maine.”
1
NOBODY WANTS TO
banking institution. Have you a Check
The fact that no great number of
w orld now is to cement the kinship of
Account
with us, if not, consider this
WORK ON THE FARM
feeling formed when the Yankee and male aliens is arriving here does not
an
invitation
to open one.
WHAT
IS
SUCCESS
?
Frank S. Adams of Bowdoinham,
the Englishman stood shoulder to mean a lack of desire to come to Amer
Some of the most genuinely success
ica, the immigration officials say. chief of the bureau of markets con
shoulder on the Western front.
“Your welcome in my country i s ,a Rather it means that European Gov nected with the state department of ful men known are neither rich nor
true one. The American business man ernments are not willing to further de agriculture, declares that hundreds of
comes in and shows the English shop plete the male adult population by farms in Maine today are not cultivatNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
keeper how to make money by Ameri- allowing it to emigrate. The intend-; ed from a commercial standpoint beWhereas, Benjamin Sprague, of Sil
ver Ridge Plantation, in the County of
>can methods, and I hear English shop ing emigrant Is finding It difficult to cause of the scarcity of labor.
Aroostook,
and State of Maine, by his
get
passports
under
the
new
immigrakeepers saying that they like those
“ The situation as to getting men to
..
,
. .
, ..
,
.. .
.
,
mortgage deed dated the ninth day of
Yankee methods.
tion laws. Also ship accommodations |till the soil is serious and is not grow -! October, A. D., 1919, and recorded in
are hard''1* to obtain.
;ing any better,” continued Mr. Adams, the Aroostook Registry of Deeds, Vol.
Not Anti-British
Before the war from four to five j “There is no use in talking, men won t 314456, conveyed to me, the un
“When I started over here I was
at this port! work on the farms. They get more ■de*rsj gne.?’ a certain parcel of real
asked by members of my government thousand aliensarrived
to endeavor to find out if there is over each day, orabout 150,000 amonth. !pay and shorter hours while on their Plantation, described as follow s--here any anti-British sentiment.
I Notwithstanding the falling off in a r-, jobs in the cities and the most of them Bounded on the east by the Molunkus ;
have failed to find it and I have read rivals, however, Superintendent Baker do not want to go into the country to Valley Road, so-called, on the northsaid the work probably increased. This ! work, for there thev cannot go to the
an(l south by land of John St.
all the papers.
. ,
,
John, containing one acre more or less,
! “Whatever talks there may be about is because of the changes in the law moving pictures every night. I don t AND WHEREAS, the condition of
Ireland, Mesapotamia or foreign trade, Not only do arriving aliens have to see how men can be procured in this said mortgage is broken, by reason
It's the froth of nations, not the real pass examinations as to moral and state to get in the hay crop this year. . whereof, I claim a foreclosure of the
THE IDEAL
same- and &ive this notice for that
stuff underneath that you used to physical’fitness, but they must pass a 1 think, that some of the men. especial- purpose,
literacy test and be armed with pas- ly if they have no trade, can do bet
American
independent
home is the
drink.”
PE AR L F. G ALL IS ON
home of thrift and progress. Every
By his attorney:
Alluding to Lenine as a Russian who ports vised by the American Consular ter in the country than they can in the
Harry M. Briggs
member of the family is encouraged
“has a great brain but is not a great Agent nearest their home and indors-1 cities.
Houlton, Maine, June 16th, 1920.
to save and have a bank account. An
leader because he canot see the finish” ed by the American authority at the I “ I am paying a man on my farm
j
account with the Houlton Savings
Mr. Higham deprecated the influence port of embarkation.
Under amendments to the law cer-1
Bank affords a splendid incentive.
spread broadcast by the Russian move
tain
persons
are
now
exempt
from
the
|
ment, and went on to emphasize the
opportunities afforded by America, literacy test and all of these must be j
where any boy might hope to be pres detained to prove that they are entitl- j
Ident of his company or even president ed to exemption. Again, many women !
and children are coming to relatives j
o f the United States.
Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum
In the evening Mr. Higham was the here and these must be detained until I
have been paid for the past nine years
gqest of Lever Bros. Company at such relationship is proved.

^SIOW-UP’ GERM
IS SPREADING

GET A GOOD GRIP
ON HEALTH

Drink- Ding

J

j

Houlton T rust Co.
Ho ultom,Maine

HEAT W ITH A CLARION

Cambridge, and at a dinner in his hon
o r spoke to about 100 of the firm’s
heads of departments, Paul I. Butler,
the company’s secretary, presiding
The talk, given in the rooms of the
Employes’ Exchange Club, turned
largely on the conditions of success in
the labor and buslnes world.
A fter describing his own experiences
Mr. Higham urged devotion to the em
ployer’s Interest as the sure means of
getting on in life and advised men who
w er not content with their jobs to get
-occupations that suited them better.
“Clock-watching” he regarded as a
dangerous malady; if he had his way
he would take the clocks out of every
factory' In the world. The quickest
w ay to bring 5 o’clock around was to
take satisfaction in the job and work
aealously at it without bothering
about the time.

TIDE OF IMMIGRANTS

TURNS TO THE WEST
The stream of immigration flowing
through Ellis Island has been noticeahly deflected from New York City to
Inland centres during the last twelve
months, and officials give this as one
explanation for the fact that the city’s
IH O census was only 5,621,121 instead
o f the 6.100,000 expected.
Official statistics regarding the des
tination of arriving aliens are sent to
Washington to he tabulated and digest
ed. For this reason destination figures

NEW ENGLAND LETTER
The wave of retail cut price clear
ance sales applying to entire stocks
which swept over the country a month
ago has petered out.
These retail
sales, at an average reduction in price
of 20%, stimulated purchases, but so
far as values are concerned, they are
reported to have been greatly camou
flaged. A movement of more import
ance has been going forward during
the past month, namely, the clearing
up the market of odd lots in various
lines of merchandise which retail
stores have accumlated at bargain
prices. The holders of these lots of
surplus stocks have been willing, for
various reasons, partly financial, to
dispose of them at little or no profit,
giving the retail and department
stores an opportunity to conduct, of
ten unannounced low-priced sales at
exceptional values to the purchasers.
Nevertheless, with few exceptions, the
department or retail store is finding
difficulty in replacing its regular lines
of fall goods at reduction. The out
standing feature of the trade situation
during the past month has been the un
usually heavy cancellations as be
tween retailer and jobber, as well as
between wholesaler and manufacturer.
This movement has been especially
pronounced in this market, and the
cancellations in woolens and to a less
extent in worsteds have made severe
Inroads on the outstanding orders of

and you heat thoroughly.
During the coldest weather,
a Clarion has more than
enough reserve power.
A t the same time Clarions
save fuel because they con
trol the fire.

HoV lton Savings
'H b U L T O N , M A I N E

W O O D & BISH O P CO.
Bangor, Maine
1839

EstablUhed

HAM ILTO N -G RA N T

P e r m a n e n t 2nd L ib e r t y
Bonds

CO. Dealers, Houlton, Maine

W e will exchange these for Temporary
Bonds now in circulation, free of charge
for the service

First N ational Bank
of Houlton, Maine

Lexington
\Minvite Man Six
is here for immediate delivery

V U L C A N I Z IN G
TUBES

AND

T IR E S

Having taken over the Vulcanizing Department of Cates
Garage, I am prepared to do vulcanizing of all kinds. I
have specialized in work on Cord Tires and am prepared to
do special work on these in addition to regular vulcanizing.
Remember all work is fully guaranteed and in this way
full satisfaction is assured customers.

No Oil Cups
No Grease Cups
No Universal Joints
No Brake Rods— 16 in. Brake Drums
Frame— 7% in. Channel
Two-way Lights
Dual-Exhaust
122 in. Wheel Base
32x4 Cord Equipment

---- Other Special Features— See the Cai

L

W . JEN N EY
Cates G arage
T .L 6 4 -W

Houlton, Maine

Hand&Harrington
Dealers

Cates G arage

*

(& c c t

— B R O A D W A Y
Next to E lk s C lu b

P H A R M A C Y

Prescription B ragg tat

M ain Street
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PAOE EIGHT

Mr. Horace Bither and family re- peace conference.

SURROUNDING

The

experts fix

“Marshall Foch and Field Marshal delay of troops as prescribed bv the

S T s d a " 1 ^ a n y tfriends>™ere
M r!;
max*mum total sum Germany is to Sir Henry Wilson obtained approval treaty of Vereallle„ tJje clauaes ^
Orville Sawyer and family will be in- i pay with interest in annuities of a . °f the text of the allied notification to
<* 3.000,000.000 gold marks the German government regarding dis- Cern,ng which have not been executed

TOWNS

found them well and nicely located in 1gold, which is susceptible of increase f rmament' the destruction of war ma- or which have been incompletely fulterial and the reduction with the least filled thus far.’
Manchester, N. H.
in proportion to Germany’s economic
cent Park Thursday, July 15th. Auto
recovery and increased capacity to
mobiles will leave the church at 9 BRAVES DROWNING
o’clock.
pay.
AND SAVES TRAIN!
A meeting of the directors of the
In the recent South Dakota floods | While the members of the confer
Federation of Farmers was held at
The
the Grange Hall on Friday evening John Williams, a section foreman,! ence seem agreed as to the amounts
and all felt encouraged by the report
and
conditions
of
payment
they
do
not
swam a swollen creek at night in a
of the splendid work done the past
hailstorm to warn a passenger train agree as to the division of the repara
year.
The Littleton Local No. 14, of the that a bridge had gone out. He strip tions among themselves because of
Federation of Farmers will hold their ped himself and tied the danger sig Italy’s demand for 20 per cent of the
annual meeting next Friday evening,
amount instead of seven per cent ori
Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920 July 9th. All members and those wish nals to his back. After he had set
M
ginally
allotted.
tha T IM E 8 office w ill close at noon ing to join are requested to be present. them, he approached a nearby house,
Although
the
Hythe
meeting
result
every Saturday during May, June An oyster stew will be served at the then remembered his negligee and
close of the meeting.
swam back across the 600 feet of ed in an agreement regarding Greek
July and August, in accordance with
Miss Elizabeth Hogan closed a suc
military activities in Turkey, the con
swirling
current.
the usual custom of Banks and County cessful term of school in the Haggerty
The passenger train, it developed ference has not yet reached a decision '
district on Friday, June 25th. The
offices.
school picnic was held in the Hag later, was stopped farther up the road on this subject.
*
Turkey will not be given an exten- \
gerty Grove on Saturday afternoon. at a point where the railroad man had
There was a good attendance and the
EAST H0 DGD0 N
little hope of halting it. Williams’ sion of time to consider the peace !
Mrs. Colbath of Houlton has been usual happy time. At 6 o’clock supper,
heroism,
however, was not overlooked treaty, according to a communique1
consisting of baked beans, salads,
visiting her sister Mrs. John London
given out by the delegates. The com-1
Mrs. Jas. Sullivan and Miss Ella sandwiches cake and! coffee were serv by the railroad officials.
ed.
munique
says:
j
London of Mllllnocket were the guest
The bridge was the Burlington’s
The Harrigan School entertainment
“The
Turkish
question
has
been
conj
of relatives here last week.
over Hat creek near Ardmore, S. D.
Mrs. J. E. Chase who has been vis and Basket Social was held June 28,
There was a The Hat creek flood tied up traffic for sidered and it has been decided to i
iting at Union Corner for the past at the Grange Hall.
large attendance and all present ex eight days, cost seven lives and did maintain the date of June 26 for Tur-1
few weeks has returned home.
key to submit her reply to the peace j
Mrs. Reuben Barton of Haverhill, pressed themselves as very much $500,000 damage to the road.
pleaded. All of the children did excel
conditions.
\ Mass. Is the guest of relatives in
Several days after the flood the sec
town. She also attended the wedding lently and much credit is due to the
“The conference also approved the |
teacher, Miss Laura Dickison for her tion foreman was looked up by a news
'~ot her son.
military measures agreed upon by
efficient
work
in
school
and
in
train
paper
man
from
the
city.
He
found
The marriage of Chas. R. Barton
and Miss Geneva Carpenter of Houl ing the children for this occasion. The him directing a gang of laborers re Marshal Foch and Field Marshal Wil- j
ton took place at her home on June total amount received was $79.09. pairing the washout. He said:
son to meet the situation in the region j
30. The many friends extends to them Thirty dollars was given Miss Dicki
of
Constantinople and the Dardanel — 1■
—
■
—
—
“I just figgered the chances were
son as a present from the children.
heartfelt congratulations.
The balance will be used for school probably against me gitten’ across but les.
purposes.
"A decision was then reached to call ;
it was only my life against 150 passen
M0 NTICELL0
Greek,
Polish, Portuguese, Roumanian,
gers on No. 42, and I figgered that the
Ralph Good of Boston is visiting
Czechoslovakian
and Yugoslav dele-!
train would be runnin’ pretty fast
relatives in town this week.
LINNEUS
gates
to
the
peace
conference to dis
when
they
came
up
to
the
bridge,
and
Roy Good of Sanford is in town the
Mrs. Geo. Sharp is on the sick list
guest of his mother Mrs. Albert with Chicken pox.
they might be into it before they saw cuss with the allies the question af- j
Smith.
Miss Leah McElwee of Bangor is it, so I walked up the creek half a mile fecting them which will be considered j
The Fourth was very quiet here, visiting her aunt Mrs. Geo. Adams.
stripped off my clothes, tied my red there.
most every one went to Houlton to
That is the sign that is in the windows of this store calling attention to
Mr. B. F. Getchell of New York City lantern, red flag and torpedoes to my
celebrate.
advertisements from The Saturday Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal,
is visiting his brother Geo. W. here
Miss Marguerite ORoak of Pittsfield
back and swum across.
the past week.
Cosmospolitan, American and Photoplay Magazines. These ads tell of cer
is visiting at the '$ome of her auit
“There wasn’t so many trees out
Mr. Gordon J. Bates and family re
tain articles that are sold in Oakfield by this store and the articles are
Mrs. W . A. Buck.
turned last Friday from a visit with there and she was only about 600 feet
Miss Helene Hall of Houlton spent relatives in Newport.
shown you with the ads.
wide, but the water was full of hail
the. week end at the home of Mr. and
Mr. James H. Ruth attended the
Mrs. Howard Good.
Among these articles are the following:
funeral of Mr. Darius Nixon in Hart- stones and cold. It was rainin’ to beat j
'Velma Briggs, Gertrude Fletcher, land, N. B. last week.
the band and dark as blazes. I sure |
Arthur Mills and Harold Good are all
WEDNESDAY
Elgin Watches
Master Eugene Moore of Houlton felt good when I hit that fence on the j
at home from Colby College.
Hamilton Watches
spent the 4th with his grandparents other side and drug myself on the j P A R A M O U N T -A R T C R A F T SPECIAL
Miss Opal Fletcher arrived home
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Bubar.
Waltham Watches
“ Every Woman”
Wednesday from Portland to spend
i
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Merrow and bank.”
I There is a depth and artistry about this
South Bend Watches
the summer with her parents.
“How did you get back?'' Williams ! picture that makes it one that everybody
baby Freemont of Presque Isle spent
Big
Ben Alarm Clocks
Sunday here with relatives.
wa s as ke d, a ft e r he had related h o w he j will e n j o y .
T h e stagings are luxurious,
W
W
W
Rings
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rhoda and baby placed the signals.
HODGDON
and the women are all younff and beauti
of
Hodgdon
spent
last
Wednesday
with
Ostby
and
Barton Rings
Rev. Charles Bell of Oak Bay, N, B.
“Well, I walked up to the govern-! ful and wear wonderful gowns.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Ruth.
Pyrex Casseroles
Ne w s
Chester Outing
visited In town recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Howland of ment house, but when I got close to
M iss Doris Pollard and Miss Mildred
Waterman’s Ideal Fountain Pens
THURSDAY
Augusta were visiting her mother Mrs. the office and saw the bright lights i
, Merson of Everett, Mass, are guests
Sheaffer’s Fountain Pens
Lizzie Stoddard the past few days.
Marguerite
Clark
in
“
Luck
in
Pawn’
there I remembered I didn’t have no :
of Miss Della Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Ruth of Houl
Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
Prof. Harold Royal and wife also
ton spent last Wednesday here with clothes on and thought I'd make a ; It is a society play beautifully staged.
Old Hampshire Bond Stationery
Mrs. Della Royal of Pottsdam New
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ruth. pretty lookin’ sight butin’ in on ’em Love laughs at locksmiths, neither does it
York will arrive in town this week.
1847 Roger Bros., Wm. Rogers and
regard
station
or
race;
don't
miss
seeing
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Glidden, James like that, so I walked back up the 1
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. MacDonald have
what love did to Annabel!
Community Plate Silverware
H. Ruth and James G. Bither were in
stream and swum back.”
returned from/an auto trip, having
Mattawamkeag last Saturday on busi
Bu rton Holmes T ra velo g ue
Ne ws
visited In New York and Massachu ness.
These articles are advertised from Oregon to Florida and from southern.
setts.
F R ID A Y
Mrs. Rosa Stewart who has been GERMANY MUST
Mrs. Charles Green accompanied by
Mary MacLaren in “ Road to Divorce’ California to Maine. They have a reputation with the public—a reputation
visiting her son Fred in Brunswick
Jher sister Mrs. Martha Estabrooke and
DISARM AT ONCE The lives we lead, the parts we play, built up by long years of honorable dealing, of value giving and of progres
was calling on relatives and friends
her son Mr. Hudson Green spent her
here last week.
The
conference
of the premiers have ! humanly illustrated, when stories dealing sive business methods.
82nd birthday on June 16th with rela
Mr. and Mrs. Moody Gerow and Mr.
! with problems w » face in our everyday
tives at Woodstock, N. B.
and Mrs. Roy Niles of Houlton were sent to Germany a letter demanding lives are brought on the screen we find
If the public had not trusted these concerns they could not have
Mrs. W illie Corey and 5 year old
guests of Mr L. J. Bubar Saturday execution of the clauses of the treaty ; them a never ending source of entertainstayed in business year in and year out. You are fully protected
daughter were badly cut and bruised
night and Sunday.
■ment.
P a r a m o u n t Magazine
hy being struck by an auto while walk
when
you buy these articles at this Store. See our wondows.
of
Versailles
relating
to
disarment.
Miss Effie Hannan who teaches in

Subscribers should bear in
mind that all subscriptions are
payable in advance and the pa
per will be discontinued at ex
piration. Notice of such expira
tion will be sent out the First of
each month .

it

*

Houlton Trust Co.

m
m

Pays interest of 2 per cent on

m

Daily Balances of $500 or over
bT h

□

j

Compound Interest of 4 per cent
on Savings Accounts o f a n y
Am ount.............................

i

"Advertised Goods A re Your
Protection"

Week of Julyi5th, 1920

Temple Theatre

ing by the side of’ the road at the
SATURDAY
New Gloucester is home for the sum The text will not be given out until
curve near the residence of Charles
mer vacation with her parents Mr.
George
Walsh
in “ Manhattan Knight”
8cott’s on Wednesday morning.
received in Berlin, but the letter is

and Mrs. Dennis Hannan.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Stewart, Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Ruth autoed to Ban
BRIDGEWATER
gor Saturday visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Dell Cookson is in Waterville for a
Ira E. Ruth returning home Monday
few days.
j evening.
Chandler Farley is at home from
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Adams of Crystal
Waterville.
!
Mr. Geo. Adams and Mrs. Hattie
Mrs. Harvy unt is confined to the j
Bither autoed to WateTville last week.
house by illness.
|
Mr. Asa Adams who is attending Col
Lacey Carey was in Portland
on j
by returned home with them.

%

---------------------------

business recently.
Alvin Randall went to Dexter Sat
urday on business.
Mrs. Henry Clay is visiting in Houl
ton for a short time.
Mrs. M. J. Smith is visiting in Hodgdon for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Lewis have re
turned home from Pittsfield.
Fred Harrison of Dexter was in
town Thursday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. John Sargent are in
Bangor on their way to Boston.
Mrs. Etta Barrett is in Shirley at
her daughter’s, Mrs. Vellar Stacey.
Chas. Cox of Monson is stopping at
the Hotel and calling on old friends.
Hazel Lewis has gone on an auto
trip to Bangor with friends from Rob
inson.
Mrs. Howard Farley is visiting in
Waterville and Richmond for a few
weeks.
Osgood’s Repair Department a t
Houlton is up to date. All work guar
anteed.
Perry Carmichael has gone to
Florenceville, N. B. where he will be
employed.
Mrs. Wm. Thistle has returned from
a few days stay in Skowhegan with
relatives.
Mrs. A. D. Cookson returned home
Saturday from a four weeks stay in
Bridgewater, Mass.
Mrs. Elwocd Brewer has been ill
the past week, her sister Mrs. Nor
man Stewart is caring for her.
New line of white hats all the spring
hats marked down at Mi*s. Randall’s
next store above the hotel.
Bernice Bradstreet of Santa Paula,
Cal. is a guest at her father’s 1. F.
Bradstreet for the summer.
M rs. Gene Simonson who was oper
ated on for appendicitis at the Mars
Hill hospital is improving slowly.
Mrs. Allen Boone returned Monday
from Bangor where she visited her
friend Mrs. Clara Lowell at the State
Hospital.
Irene Smith and Beatrice Burtt were
operated on for Adenoids and Tonsils
at the Houlton hospital Tuesday Dr.
Jackson accompanied them there.

LITTLETON
Otis and Eva Lilley of Fredericton,
N. B. are vlaltlng their mother Mrs.
Emery Golding.
Gilbert Ewings and Nellie Shay of
Griswold are guests of Mr. Ewings’
brother Fred Ewings.
E. B. Lilley and wife are spending
several weeks with relatives and
friends in Dyer Brook.
Virginia and Donald White are
spending a few weeks with their
grandmother Mrs. L. F. Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Turner who
have been visiting at the parsonage
returned'to Mars Hill on Wednesday.
D. F. Adams was elected a delegate
to attend the meeting of the Federa
tion of Farmers at Caribou, July 10th.
Mrs. Harold Whitney and little
daughter Ruth of Milford, Mass, are
visiting' relatives and friends in this
place.
Miss Mary Murphy recently return
ed from HOpedale, R. I. where she
doted a successful year’s work as
teacher in the public school.
The United Baptist Sunday School
w ill hold their annual picnic at Cres-

understood to be a categorical refus

N . W . Gerrish, Jeweler

A thrilling, exciting George Walsh pic
ture that you are going to like.

Two reel

Oakfield, Maine

al to allow Germany to maintain in
Sunshine Comedy “ H e r P r iv a te Hu sb and "
army of 200,000 men.
M u t t and Jeff
The premiers considered the reports
of the financial experts, as well as
the reports of the reparations com
mission, which, for the first time is
sitting here concurrently with the

Co.

R. W atkins

The largest company of its kind in the country

Diamond
Squeegee
Tread

TIRES

Products distributed in So. Aroostook by

Leo

T . Spain,

Houlton

SymphonyXawn
The Paper with the Inviting Texture
O L D a sheet o f Symphony Lawn Writing
Paper to the light.
N ote its translucent
clearness.
Then feel the beauty o f its real lawn
texture. It invites you to use your pen.
Then observe the water mark— placed there for
your guidance and protection.
Symphony Writing Paper is the choice o f dis
criminating women— not only because it is in good
taste, but because o f its splendid writing surface.
Made in three finishes and several fashionable
tints. Sheets and envelopes to be had in a number
o f styles, permit expression o f personal taste.
Correspondence cards and envelopes, also.

H
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PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.
HOULTON, MAINE

L. A . Barker Company
Oakfield, Maine
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